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Scott McNall, provost and vice president for academic affairs
at California State University, Chico, speaks to students at a
forum Monday. McNall is one of four university presidential
candidates who will be touring the campus this and next
week. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
• Counseling
Depression
can strike
in spring
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus Staff
Many would believe that the
nicer weather and longer days
associated with spring would
cause people's mood to improve,
but the circumstances of being a
student at a university may re-
sult in just the opposite. Depres-
sion increases in spring on many
college campuses because to fi-
nals, summer recess and gradu-
ation.
"It is normal to feel tired, a
lack of motivation, restlessness,
burnt out, stress and anxious-
ness," said Peggy Hanson, inter-
im co-director of the Counseling
Center. "And there is also appre-
hension of saying good-bye to
your friends and those graduat-
ing."
Seeing other students outside
and participating in activities may
make things worse for people who
feel depressed, Hanson said.
Hanson said that learning to
relax, getting outside, exercising,
surrounding yourself with people
you feel you can talk to and avoid-
ing heavy partying are ways to
decrease the depression felt by
See DEPRESSION on page 5
• Presidential search
California candidate visits UMaine
Student forum raises questions on funding, technology
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
but given that they are public doc-
uments, someone should sit down
with students to go over them.
University of Maine Presiden- "If you have questions and you
tial-candidate Scott McNall told a want answers, people should sup-
small group of UMaine students ply answers to those questions,"
that he feels that he would be a good McNall said, adding that at his
fit for the university because he's school money is "tagged" and easy
spent most of his life in academics to track. "If I were president, I would
as a teacher and a scholar, want to know where the money
"This is an institution dedicated went."
to teaching and scholarship," the When students mentioned the
provost and vice president for aca- "sleeping," or broken, computers
demic affairs at California State on campus, McNall said technolo-
University, Chico, said Monday in gy is very important to him. His
Little Hall. university just created a 24-hour
He asked students what some of lab with 100 computers and a cyber
the issues on campus were and was café where people drink coffee and
quickly told about last Friday's Stu- answer e-mail. McNall has also
dent Government rally. taught ITV classes, but didn't see
"I think that the big issue is that that technology as a quick fix.
we've had some difficulty just try- "It's certainly not going to solve
ing to track where our money is the educational problems of Amer-
going," Senator Jon Becker said. ica. It can't," he said.
"It's difficult to make a decision as GSS Senator Kendra Asselin
students whether the money is be- asked McNall what he would do to
ing spent wisely or not if you don't raise the morale around campus.
know where it's being spent." "A lot of students on this cam-
McNall said he didn't know pus, as you can kind of tell," she said
enough about the UMaine fee struc- gesturing to the handful of students
ture to answer specific questions in the lecture hall, "are not as active-
• Education exhibits
.3emor projects demonstrate wide
variety of teaching approaches
By Yolanda Sly and matchbox cars? The racetrack was just one ex-
Maine Campus staff If you're senior education ma- ample of many that Macleod
jor Julie Macleod, you've made a found could serve as a low-cost,
What can you do with a win- racetrack around the city for stu-
dow shade, markers, a ruler, tape dents in the third and second grade.
See EDUCATION on page 4
Holly Hanson, a senior elementary education student (seated), explains the education
department's poster project to Jennifer Townsend, a senior secondary education student.
(Dave Gagne Photo.)
ly involved as they should be."
McNall said people don't un-
derstand why this is an outstanding
university.
"The president obviously has
some work to do," he said. "The
University of Maine has been beat-
en up for so long that people don't
feel good, or as good, about this
institution as they should."
Becker also asked McNall how
See PRESIDENT on page 4
• Campus tour
Search
schedule
announced
The final three candidates for
University of Maine president
will be on campus during the
next week and a half.
Judith Bailey
Wednesday, April 30
• 7 a.m.-7:50 a.m. Breakfast
with President Hutchinson.
Thursday, May 1
• 7 a.m.-7:50 a.m. Breakfast
with Chief Financial Officer Lar-
ry Kelley.
• 8 a.m.-8:50 a.m. Meeting
with vice presidents, 200 Alum-
ni Hall.
• 9 a.m.-9:50 a.m. Meeting
with undergraduate student lead-
ers, Student Government office,
Memorial Union.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting
with Director of International
See SCHEDULE on page 6INSIDE
• Local
Trip to Dominica a rare ex-
perience for UMaine students.
page 3
• Editorial
Sly reflects on her UMaine
esperience.
page 15
• Style
"Volcano" a real disaster.
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Martin reminisces.
page 21
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• Holding up
Duffs Ditch proving itself worthy
1 WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) — Rarely has any big city had as much warning asWinnipeg of a natural disaster on the way.
Instead of panic, however, there are painstaking preparations — and hopes that Duff's
Ditch does its job.
For three weeks, Winnipeggers have watched on their televisions as the Red River's
floodwaters surged northward along the North Dakota-Minnesota line, overwhelming dikes and
inundating the city of Grand Forks.
By early next week, it will be Winnipeg's turn to face the flood crest. The river curls through the
heart of the city of 660,000, past posh homes, grimy factories, a major hospital, a children's museum.
Longtime Winnipeggers thought they had already survived the flood of the century—a deluge
in 1950 that forced a quarter of the city's residents from their homes.
This flood is even bigger. But experts say it will only cause a fraction of the damage of the 1950
disaster, thanks to a huge floodway built in the mid-1960s at the urging of Duff Roblin, Manitoba's
premier at the time.
Critics mockingly dubbed the 28-mile floodway Duff's Ditch and called it a $60 million
boondoggle. But it has prevented more than $1 billion in damage during floods last year and in 1979,
and will probably prevent a calamity this time.
• Negotiation
Zaire pressurmg rebel
leader, refugees waiting
4 KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) — Mobutu Sese Sekoassured a U.S. ambassador today that he is ready
to meet with the rebel leader who controls half of
Zaire, but the envoy did not say whether he was trying
to arrange the president's graceful exit from power.
"There can be no military solution to this crisis.
President Mobutu and rebel leader (Laurent) Kabila
must meet face-to-face without delay," Bill Richard-
son, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, said after
a private hour-long meeting at Mobutu's hilltop palace
in the Zairian capital.
"President Mobutu assured me he is ready to meet
Mr. Kabila immediately," Richardson said.
The United Nations also planned today to airlift 36
refugees from the northeastern city of Kisangani and
perhaps others among a group of 1,000 that rebels put on
a train to Kisangani, according to Pam O'Toole, spokes-
woman for the U.N. human rights agency in Geneva.
U.N. airlift plans would send about 80,000 Rwandan
refugees home. After repeatedly delaying the airlift,
rebels set a two-month deadline to get the refugees out.
The United Nations said that was unrealistic and would
require enormous rebel cooperation.
However, the train was not what U.N. officials had
in mind.
• Politics
Labor Party leader pushes for seat
2 LONDON (AP) — The Labor Party was a mass movement born in themines, mills and dockyards of Britain, but the Labor Party in its current form
is largely associated with one man: Tony Blair.
In three years as party leader, Blair has changed the party's creed, branded it
"new Labor," and put it in position to win an election Thursday for the first time in
23 years.
Suppressing the ideological battles that preoccupied the party a decade ago, and
embracing many of the policies of the governing Conservative party, the 43-year-old
Blair has led Labor on a single-minded quest for power.
If he succeeds in this week's national elections Blair will be Britain's youngest
prime minister since Lord Liverpool, who was 42 when he assumed office in 1812.
"What Tony Blair has particularly done is to admire and, in a sense, imitate
Margaret Thatcher's techniques at the height of her powers," says Roy Hattersley,
deputy leader of the Labor Party in the last election.
Critics inside and outside the party charge that there's little substance behind the
catchy slogans and the high-wattage grin of the leader. The common accusation is
that charismatic Blair has traded principles for popularity.
• No explanation
Palestinian officer shot
at Israeli checkpoint
3 HOD HASHARON, Israel (AP) — Israeli policesaid they shot and wounded a Palestinian policeman
today after he refused to stop at an Israeli checkpoint
then tried to run down the Israeli officers manning it.
The Israelis chased the car after it failed to stop at the
Kessem Junction, 10 miles northeast of Tel Aviv, then fired
toward its tires, hitting the Palestinian policeman in the shoul-
der, said Police Ministry spokeswoman Linda Menuhin.
The driver, a Palestinian policeman from the West Bank
town of Hebron, was arrested, along with two passengers who
tried to flee the scene, Menuhin said.
Menuhin said the two passengers were Palestinian prison-
ers in the policeman's custody. She said a check of the car
disclosed it had been stolen.
It was not immediately clear why the three men were
entering Israel, she said. Palestinian security chiefJibril Rajoub
said he had no information on the incident.
Also today, Israel slightly eased its closure of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, allowing about 5,000 Palestinian mer-
chants to enter Israel.
About 650 Palestinian Authority officials were also to
enter, as well as Palestinian hotel workers, religious leaders and
journalists, the army said.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Wednesday... Partly sun-
ny. Highs in the lower to
mid 60s.
Thursday's Outlook
Increasing clouds with
showers likely, mostly in the
afternoon. Highs in the low-
er to mid 60s.
Extended Forecast
Friday... Chance of
showers north. Fair south.
Saturday... Fair. Sunday...
Rain likely.
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• Natural resources
Tropical ecology trip to Dominica opens students' eyes
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
"Leave the classroom behind and learn
about tropical ecology and resource-con-
servation issues firsthand ... Come with us
to Dominica during spring break and spend
eight days in tropical ecosystems on the
Nature Island of the Caribbean."
Thirteen students from the University
of Maine and one from the State University
of New York answered this call and en-
rolled in INT 475: Tropical Ecology and
Natural Resources.
"It was a great trip, definitely worth it,
and I'd go again," said Ami Graves, a
sophomore botany major.
The hands-on course was coordinated
by Ron Davis, professor of botany and
quaternary studies.
Students attended weekly lectures cov-
ering the history and ecology of Dominica,
an island of the Lesser Antilles, in prepara-
tion for the Feb. 28-March 7 field experi-
ence.
The course culminated with an individ-
ual research project based on observations
made while the students were in the Carri-
bean.
"It sounded really interesting," Graves
• Convenience
Catermg team strives for a
good meal at a good price'
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
The end of the school year is tradition-
ally celebrated in any number of ways,
from informal gatherings to elaborate ban-
quets. While informal parties can be held
practically anywhere, banquets require a
little more planning and shopping around.
Convenience, location and competitive
pricing are touted as reasons by the Wells
Conference staff to hold banquets with
them.
"We want to have a group that's affili-
ated with campus feel they can get a good
meal with a good price," Bruce Stinson,
associate director of Catering and Confer-
ence Services, said. "We have to be price-
sensitive, or people won't come here."
Stinson said he's a firm believer in
competition and that Wells is always check-
ing out their's. With a menu ranging from
$10.50 to $20 per person, the average price
for a banquet is $13.50 per person. Stinson
cautioned people to be careful when shop-
ping around for the best catering deal; he
said people can ask for price estimates for
a meal like steak or lobster and find an
inexpensive price, but not realize that the
portion is smaller or the quality poorer.
"We try to go with the best product,
which we feel is not being offered in the
area," Anthony Strong, the manager of
catering services at Wells, said. He added
that business was up 33 percent from last
year, but couldn't elaborate on last year's
figures.
Area caterers agreed a change of atmo-
sphere was a big reason university groups
choose to dine off-campus.
"It's a change of scenery," Jeff Ashey,
owner of Jeff's Catering, said. Working
with several menus, his prices range from
$12 to $15 per person. Ashey said people
looking to host a banquet look at both the
inside and outside of the facilities, and
college groups may choose to go off cam-
pus because they feel they're always there.
Originality and good prices attract stu-
dents to Kathy's Catering, according to
owner Kathy Harvey. Her 300 dining menus
range in price from $8.95 to $13.95. She
said she's catered teachers' banquets and
several fraternity parties this year.
After comparing the prices at Wells and
area businesses, the Greeks decided to have
their first major banquet at Jeff's Catering
tomorrow.
"It's not that we don't like having things
on campus," Debi McIntosh, Greek Affairs
consultant, said. "It's simply that cost ef-
fective-wise, it seemed to be a better deal
for us."
She said in order for the banquet to be
held on-campus at the Alfond Arena, they
would have to rent and set-up additional
tables and chairs, hire a security guard and
custodian and pay money to set up the
sound system.
"By the time we looked at the price it
was so much more," McIntosh said.
In addition to saving money on the
extras, Jefrs Catering gave the Greeks a
discounted $10 per person price for their
banquet. McIntosh said she wasn't sure
why he gave the discount.
Strong said he likes to work with student
groups to negotiate prices they can afford,
whether it be paring down the menu or
having paper instead of linen table clothes.
Learn at the
University of Southern Maine
This Summer
With 4-week and 7-week sessions and numerous special
institutes and courses, USM can provide you with quality
academic experiences this summer.
For information contact Chris at:
University of Southern Maine, Summer Session Office,
37 College Avenue
Gorham, Maine 04038
(207)780-5617 or 1-800-800-4USM, ext. 5617, TTY 780-5646
Web site: VVWW.USM.MAINE.EDU/—SUMMER
IMP
Slimmer
°University of Southern Maine
said. "I've lived in Maine my whole life
and thought it'd be great to see a totally
different culture."
One of the trip's main objectives was to
expose students to a developing nation that
is completely different from the United
States, Davis said.
"We can get a distorted view looking at
the world and generalizing with our own
experience," Davis said. "I want the stu-
dents to have some exposure to things that
are exotic."
Students observed ecological and cul-
tural differences between central Maine
and Dominica. They observed a vast array
of ecosystems, including rain forests, de-
ciduous forests, elfin mist forests, rivers,
streams, waterfalls, plunge pools, coral reefs
and sand beaches.
Although the small island nation mea-
sures only 50 km by 20 km, Dominica is
commonly known as a "living laboratory"
for its research potential.
"One of the unique things about Do-
minica is that it has the largest undisturbed
rain forest in the Carribean area," Davis
said.
Dominica protects its rain forests in a
responsible way, Davis said.
"It has two national parks, where no
logging or development is allowed." he
said. "In these parks, the rain forest is
protected."
Seeing the lush green rain forest teem-
ing with life was a memorable experience
for all.
"Seeing how fragile these ecosystems
are makes you that much more aware of
how precious the resources are," said Hildy
Ellis, a junior landscape horticulture ma-
jor.
In addition to visiting the rain forest
park, students had an opportunities to learn
scuba diving, hike a dormant volcano, float
down the Indian River and visit the Boeri
Lakes.
"My fondest personal memory was when
students were excited about what they saw,"
Davis said.
Ellis recalled the group's 12-mile hike
to Boiling Lake.
"It was incredible," she said. "Just the
whole trip of getting there, and being in
what seemed like a primitive element."
"The trip to Boiling Lake was a very
strenuous hike, but worth it," Graves said.
"The water was actually boiling due to a
dormant volcano."
An excursion to market day in the cap-
ital city of Roseau and a day spent in Carib
Indian territory allowed the students to be
immersed in Dominican society.
Difficult economic conditions necessi-
tate abuse of some natural resources, Davis
said.
"Excessive burning of land is a problem
in the dry areas of the island," he said.
Students are addressing Dominica's dual
environmental ethic of conservation and
overuse as they complete their research
projects.
Topics range from a study of tree ferns
to the traditional medicinal uses of tropical
plants, the behavior of land crabs, the rela-
tionships between hummingbirds and flo-
ral species, and bats' supersonic calls.
Attention Graduating Seniors
The,nnual Acuity
Wine # Cheese
will be held in The Peabody Lounge
on
Thursday. May 1
from 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Come Celebrate Your Graduation with The
University of Maine's Faculty and Administration!
Sponsored by Senior Council
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• Orono High School
Proponents of fitness center want to remain competitive
By Alana Ahearn
Special to the Campus
Orono High School's weight room may
soon be shaping up into a fitness center.
"National and state studies show that
children and adults are not getting the
fitness that they should," said Bob Lucy,
one of the proposed fitness center's plan-
ners. Lucy said a new fitness center will
benefit students, faculty and the commu-
nity.
"A new fitness center will provide an
opportunity to obtain a healthier lifestyle,"
Lucy said.
The current weight room has equipment
in need of repairs. It has few cardiovascular
machines. The school's athletics director,
Stephen Gardner, said the project is a good
idea for students and the community.
"We were in the forefront of weight
training, but now we are going in the other
direction," Gardner said.
The new equipment will cost about
$43,690. The price does not include reno-
vations that will need to be done to expand
the weight room.
"None of the money for the new fitness
center will come out of taxpayer dollars,"
Gardner said. "We are looking to business-
es to make larger donations, rather than go
door to door."
If approved, the project will have two
phases. In the first phase, planners would
approach area businesses and encourage
them to purchase one piece of strength or
President from page 1
he felt about the Greek system and athletics in
college.
"They have a checkered history," McNall
said of the Greeks, adding that people fear
fraternities and sororities are mono-cultural.
He said when he was a freshman at Oregon
State University, he lived in a fraternity and
pledged with two of his minority friends. He
was accepted into the fraternity, but his two
friends weren't. McNall later left the fraterni-
ty house for other reasons.
"Fraternities and sororities on campus are
very, very good about service and that value,
so sometimes they are themselves the most
important and reasonable organizations on
campus, but I think there needs to be a push
for inclusion," he said, adding he worries
about alcohol and drug abuse among Greeks
and the student body in general.
As a teacher, McNall said he thought
athletics were a waste of time and money, but
said his feelings changed once he became an
administrator and met more athletes.
"If you don't have athletic programs, the
reality is students will go elsewhere," he said.
McNall said he had just met with a wom-
en's grqup and people of color on campus and
said they thought the university wasn't doing
enough for them.
"I am sympathetic to the need to recruit
minority faculty and students," McNall said.
"It's not easy to recruit minority populations
when you don't have a minority population in
the community, but that doesn't mean be-
cause the challenge is great you step away
from it."
A HERFF JONES RING
Uniquely You...Distinctively Your School
g
For a Limited time, Herff Jones offers big savings
on our complete selection of college rings.
See your Herff Jones representative for details.
DATES: MAY 7, 8 & 9
TIME: 10:00 - 3:00
DEPOSIT: $20.00
s3ooff 1 OK $50off 1 4K $1 00off 1 8K
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
fitness-training equipment. The second
phase would be making room for the new
equipment.
The current weight room would be ex-
panded into the area now occupied by the
boosters' program. The fitness center's
space would then be increased by 240 square
feet.
"The boosters' fund raises a lot of mon-
ey for the school, so we definitely need to
relocate them," Gardner said. The boosters
would be moved into space currently being
used for storage. A new storage room would
then be built.
Norman Poirier, Orono's director of
parks and recreation, sent a letter of sup-
port for the project to the Orono School
Committee. In it, says that building a fit-
ness center will not only help the school but
the community as well.
"In some cases, individuals who other-
wise do not have contact with the school
system will come and make use of the
facility, which in the long term improves
the school's public image with (that) seg-
ment of the population," Poirier writes.
Lucy, a physical education teacher for
14 years at Orono High School, has talked
to a few of his students to see how they feel
about a new fitness center.
"Young people seem to like this idea,"
Lucy said. " Therefore it will be worth-
while."
Gardner pointed out that not just ath-
letes would use the facility. He thinks that
"more kids would use it who are not on
teams." He said some students do not enjoy
sports but like to stay in shape. The new
weight room would also give athletes a
place to work out and stay in shape during
the off-season, he said.
"We are optimistic and hopeful that we
will expand our current facility and reach
our ultimate goal," Lucy said.
Education from page 1
fun-time learning activity for students for
her senior project.
"These are activities you can make at a
cheap price," Macleod said. "You can use
them anytime to reinforce a curriculum."
She said the racetrack around the city
teaches children how to draw maps and use
scales to find their way around.
Macleod said the idea for the project
came from talking with other teachers, who
told her learning games and activities for
the classroom are expensive.
This and many more exhibits were part
of the senior projects in the department of
education on exhibit on Monday afternoon
on the first and second floors of Shibles
Hall. Area teachers and the public were
invited to look at the presentations.
Melanie Hall's project was on the en-
joyment of literature classes, choosing
books and discussing topics naturally,
which come from students while the teach-
ers facilitate conversation.
Holly Anson's project was on using
children's literature to teach all forms of a
child's intelligence. Anson used two books
and incorporated linguistics, logic and math
skills and bodily, kinesthetic, interperson-
al, intrapersonal and spatial intelligences.
Destination Brazil was Andrea Poole's
project. She developed a unit for second- to
fourth-graders covering a variety of topics.
Poole's lessons provide information on
the Amazon rain forest, people and other
aspects of Brazilian culture.
"There's an introduction to the unit that
sets goals and provides lesson plans in the
major subject areas," Poole said. "You can
turn your class into a better feel of what
Brazil is like."
Jennie Oulton's senior project touched
on a personal level. It was about teaching
children who are blind or visually impaired.
Oulton has day blindness.
Her project includes a packet of infor-
mation that would help incorporate blind-
ness into any subject.
For example, in science class students
could learn about the eyes or read a story
involving a character with visual impair-
ment.
"Kids (can then) understand different is
good and fun," Oulton said. "Some chil-
dren are ostracized for being different."
Gender issues were discussed in a project
presented by Heather Smith. After observ-
ing several schools she drew two conclu-
sions:
In a math class, boys had a 63 percent
chance of being called on and interacting in
class, while girls had a 37 percent chance.
Her second observation was that al-
though girls were called on fewer times,
they received twice the amount of praise.
"It didn't come out like I expected,"
Smith said.
She said part of the reason was due to
class management and disruptions that oc-
curred earlier in class. Boys were found to
be more disruptive than girls. Therefore,
girls were also being praised for being a
good student.
Open
your mina You may learn something about yourself.
UMaine's thrice-weekly news a er
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ATTENTION OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS
WILDERNESS PARK-SECLUDED CAMPING
"A WELL KNOWN SECRET"
• HIKING TRAILS (15 MILES)
• ADIRONDACK SHELTERS
• HOT SHOWERS
• FISHING (TROUT. SALMON &BASS)/CANOE
RENTALS
• 52 TOTAL CAMPSITE/SOME ELECTRIC
• 
KAYAKING/CANOE-CLASS 1-5
• FtEC HALL/PARK STORE
• 
PLAYGROUND/HORSESHOES
• DAY PICNIC AREA ON THE RIVER
Rates start at $11- special rates: Day use & groups
MATTAWAMKEAG WILDERNESS PARK
RT 2 BOX 5 MATTAWAMKEAG, ME 04459
207-736-4881 http//www.mainerec.com/mallpark.html
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About half the students who are enrolled
use the intensive English programs as a step-
ping stone toward earning a matriculated de-
gree at an American university.
Last year, fifty students continued their
higher education by enrolling in the university
as matriculated students, Williamson said.
The other half, professionals and business-
men, attend the institute to improve their ca-
reer opportunities.
Most countries, whose official language is
not English, expect English to be used as a
second language in business and education,
Williamson said.
United States residents whose native lan-
guage is not English may also take advantage
of the program's offerings to improve their
English skills.
The institute offers a number of different
programs and courses with six levels for the
beginner to the experienced in English profi-
ciency.
Major programs the institute offers in-
• Intensive English Institute
English center helps international students with proficiency
By Jodi Sokolowski
Maine Campus staff
The Intensive English Institute offers cours-
es to non-native English speaking students
who wish to improve their English rapidly,
Director Janis S. Williamson said.
"English is the language of business, sci-
ence and industry in the world," Williamson
said.
Students who do not have the proficiency
yet to study in an American university but wish
to improve their English skills past the conver-
sational level attend classes through the insti-
tute, according to Williamson.
"It takes significant language skills to study
academic classes in a second language," Wil-
liamson said.
Depression from page 1
many during this time of year.
"Students have to do things they enjoy
doing to take their mind off things," Han-
son said.
Lee Currier, a first-year student who
lives in Hart Hall, realizes that she hasn't
yet experienced being away from the
friends she has made here, but she knows
that exercise has been a major reason for
her academic success.
"I'm not stressed out right now be-
cause I have been exercising regularly,"
Currier said. "I'm about as relaxed as you
can be the week before finals."
Some students have created their own
plan for keeping themselves from being
depressed.
"I go after happy people, get a lot of
hugs, go outside or just sit with my teddy
bear and listen to depressing music and get
it all out," said Lori Cole, an engineering
physics major who is graduating this spring.
Hanson said students take about two to
three weeks to adjust to depression caused
by finals and summer recess, but adjust-
ment to graduation may take longer be-
cause it is a major life adjustment.
"People facing graduation are some-
times facing unclear plans," Hanson said.
Cole said things are much better now
that her plans for the future are secure.
"I am really lucky because I know that
I am going to Florida," Cole said. "I have
a job and a place to live, but before then
things were shaky."
Losing touch with friends is another
fear students have, Hanson said.
"When you are talking about the po-
tentially more permanent losses involved
with graduation, it is important to talk to
the people you are saying good-bye to,"
Hanson said. "There is so much to get
done that students feel they don't have
time to deal with their feelings."
Hanson said it's important for students
to distinguish between more commonly
felt feelings and feelings that may reflect
clinical depression.
Clinical depression includes a loss of
interest, a belief that nothing can improve
the situation, feeling sad or being physi-
cally slowed down or a change in eating or
sleeping habits.
"A feeling of hopelessness, self-blame
and suicide indicate that a student needs to
get some help," Hanson said.
If students feel this way, they shouldn't
try to work through it themselves but
should assess the situation and get treat-
ment, Hanson said.
Students who would like help can call
the Counseling Center, at 581-4020, or
the crisis hot line, at 1-800-245-8889.
dude: Intensive English courses that run for
seven-weeks, prepatory courses to improve
scores for the Test of English as a Foreign
Language and popular summer sessions for
Maine Adventure.
All non-native English speaking persons
must take the Test of English as a Foreign
Language before being accepted into an Amer-
ican university for matriculated study.
The institute also helps students overcome
language barriers and culture shock, Amir
Reza of the institute said.
The institute offers services to students in
academic advisement, cultural outings and
community involvement.
Orientation is a crucial element since ev-
erything is new when students first arrive, said
Reza, who is the activities and services spe-
cialist of the Intensive English Institute.
One of the first things the institute does is
take students shopping for linens and other
necessities because airlines limit passengers to
two bags.
The institute also attends to details such as
helping obtain Maine Cards.
Field trips are available not only to institute
students but to matriculated international and
non-international students. Boston's aquari-
um, science center and Harvard Square were
recently visited during a weekend trip by stu-
dents, said Reza.
The international students enjoyed visiting
a large American city, Reza said, since there
are more things to do and see but the students
said they also enjoy the safety of Orono.
Other retreats are shopping in the Old Port
and Freeport and skiing at Squaw Mountain,
which overlooks Moosehead Lake. Acadia
and Bar Harbor are popular trips for sunset and
whale or seal-watching cruises. Whitewater
rafting is also a favorite outdoor sport for
students to experience, Reza said.
"Curricular and non-curricular activities
are important for the students," Reza said, "By
getting the students involved with the commu-
nity and experiencing culture firsthand."
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Schedule from page 1
Programs Karen Boucias, Vice Provost
for Research and Graduate Studies Daniel
Dwyer, Vice Provost for Undergraduate
Education Doug Gelinas, Director of Ath-
letics Suzanne Tyler and Director of In-
stitutional and Facilities Planning Anita
Wihry, 200 Alumni Hall.
•11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Meeting with the
Orono Town Council in the Orono Mu-
nicipal Building.
• 12 p.m.-12:50 p.m. Lunch with pres-
ident's office staff, 200 Alumni Hall.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Open forum for
faculty, 137 Bennett Hall.
• 2 p.m.-2:50 p.m. Meeting with Coun-
cil on Women and Voices of Color, FAA
Room, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m.-3:50 p.m. Meeting with de-
partment chairs, directors and associate
deans, Lown Room, Memorial Union.
• 4 p.m.-4:40 p.m. Open forum for
undergraduate and graduate students, 140
Little Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Reception with alumni
at Crossland Alumni Center.
• 6:15 p.m. Social and dinner with
community leaders, Wells Conference
Center, private dining room.
Friday, May 2
• 7 a.m.-7: 50 a.m. Breakfast with
Vice President for Student Affairs John
Halstead.
• 8 a.m.-8:50 a.m. Meeting with Dean's
Council, 218 Donald P. Corbett Business
Building.
.9 a.m.-9:50 a.m. Meeting with CEAA/
PEAC, Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting with
bargaining unit representatives, Alumni
Hall Conference Room.
• 11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Open Time.
• 12 p.m.-12:50 p.m, Meeting with
Faculty Senate representatives, 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Facilities tour with
Director of Institutional and Facilities
Planning Anita Wihry.
• 2 p.m.-2:50 p.m. Meeting with the
Association of Graduate Students, 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m.-3:50 p.m. Open forum for
professional and clerical staff, 141 Ben-
nett Hall.
• 4 p.m.-4:50 p.m. Open forum for
faculty, 141 Bennett Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Meeting with search
committee campus representatives, 200
Alumni Hall.
Peter Hoff
Monday, May 5.
• 7 a.m.-7:50 a.m. Breakfast with Pres-
ident Frederick Hutchinson.
• 8 a.m.-8:50 a.m. Meeting with Fac-
ulty Senate representatives, 1912 Room,
Memorial Union.
• 9 a.m.-10 a.m. Meeting with the
Vice Presidents' Group.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting with
Director of International Programs Karen
Boucias, Vice Provost for Research and
Graduate Studies Daniel Dwyer, Vice
Provost for Undergraduate Education
Doug Gelinas, Director of Athletics Su-
zanne Tyler and Director of Institutional
and Facilities Planning Anita Wihry, 200
Alumni Hall.
• 11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Meeting with
Council of Women and Voices of Color,
Lown Room, Memorial Union.
• 12 p.m.-1 p.m. Lunch with presi-
dent's office staff.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Open Forum for
faculty, 120 Little Hall.
• 2 p.m.-2:50 p.m. Meeting with un-
dergraduate student leaders, Student Gov-
ernment office, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m.-3:50 p.m. Meeting with de-
partment chairs, directors and associate
deans, Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
• 4 p.m.-4:40 p.m. Open forum for
undergraduate and graduate students, 140
Little Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Reception with alum-
ni, Crossland Alumni Center.
• 6:15 p.m. Social and dinner with
community leaders, Wells Conference
Center, private dining room.
Tuesday, May 6.
• 7 a.m.-7 50 a.m. Breakfast with Pres-
ident Hutchinson, Marriott Hotel, Bang-
Or.
• 8 a.m.-8:50 a.m. Meeting with the
Dean's Council, 218 Donald P. Corbett
Business Building.
• 9 a.m.-9:50 a.m. Meeting with
CEAC/PEAC, Bangor Lounge, Memori-
al Union.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting with
bargaining unit representatives, EEO
Conference Room, Alumni Hall.
•11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Meeting with bar-
gaining unit representatives, Alumni Hall
Conference Room.
• 12 p.m.-12:50 p.m. Lunch with Chief
Financial Officer Larry Kelley.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Facilities tour with
Director of Institutional and Facilities
Management Anita Wihry.
• 2 p.m. -2:50 p.m. Meeting with As-
sociation of Graduate Students, 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m.-3:50 p.m. Open forum for
professional and classified staff, 140 Lit-
tle Hall.
• 4 p.m.-4:50 p.m. Open forum for
faculty, 140 Little Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Meeting with search
committee, 200 Alumni Hall.
Deborah Stanley
Thursday, May 8
• 7 a.m.-7: 50 a.m. Breakfast with
Vice President for Student Affairs John
Halstead.
• 7 a.m.-7:50 a.m. Breakfast with Pres-
ident Frederick Hutchinson.
• 8 a.m.- 8:50 a.m. Meeting with Fac-
ulty Senate representatives, 1912 Room,
Memorial Union.
• 9 a.m.-10 a.m. Meeting with the
UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
Summer School
The Way It Should Be!
Register Now For Summer Classes ...
UMaine's 1997 Summer Session offers more than 500
courses during 16 different calendars, including three-, five-,
six- and eight-week day and evening courses, at varying start-
up dates between May 12 and August 22.
(207) 581-3142
...providing experiences that enhance quality
of life, empower individuals and organizations
and improve professional practice.
The State's Center of Learning,
Disco:ie.'', and Service to the Public
Lifelong Learning
lb BUREAU OF LABOR EDUCATION
• CONEINUING EINICATION DIVISION
• ONWARD PROGRAM
• PEACE STUDIES
• SUMMER SESSION
• 'WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
"The education UMaine's
Continuing Education Division
offers enhances the quality of
life and through practical
applications, simply makes life
better."
— 
GEORGE R. BAKER,
Brewer, Maine
1? E Manager of Engineering cf•
Construction, Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
IfitAIRW ;TWE
ADULT POPULATION PARTICIPATES ANNUALLY IN
CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
• (.:OMMUNI EY PSOGRAMs
I
• DisTANcx. LEARNING
• BM'ilITOR OF UNIVERSITY
Si Urn PS
• WINTER SESSION
• TRAVEL STUDY COURSES
• CoNtRACI TRAINING
enjoy meeting and interacting
with fellow students of all ages,
'" whether inside the formal
classroom, in the woods, or on a
mountain top. My UMaine
experiences remind me that the
more I challenge myself, the
more I can do."
—JANE BRANN
Hampden, Maine
Retirement Specialist for VAL1C
CONTINUOUS LEARNING
RESULTS IN
NIGHER EARNING%
Vice Presidents' Group, 200 Alumni Hall.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting with
Director of International Programs Karen
Boucias, Vice Provost for Research and
Graduate Studies Daniel Dwyer, Vice
Provost for Undergraduate Education
Doug Gelinas, Director of Athletics Su-
zanne Tyler and Director of Institutional
and Facilities Planning Anita Wihry, 200
Alumni Hall.
• 11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Meeting with
Council of Women and Voices of Color,
FFA Room, Memorial Union.
• 12 p.m.-1 p.m. Lunch with presi-
dent's office staff.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Open Forum for
Faculty, 137 Bennett Hall.
• 2 p.m.-2:50 p.m. Meeting with un-
dergraduate student leaders, Student Gov-
ernment office, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m.-3:50 p.m. Meeting with de-
partment chairs, directors and associate
deans, Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
• 4 p.m.-4:40 p.m. Open forum for
undergraduate and graduate students, 140
Little Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Reception with alum-
ni, Crossland Alumni Center.
• 6:15 p.m. Social and dinner with
community leaders, Wells Conference
Center, private dining room.
Friday May, 9
• 7 a.m.-7 50 a.m. Breakfast with Pres-
ident Hutchinson, Marriott Hotel, Bang-
or.
• 8 a.m.-8:50 a.m. Meeting with the
Dean's Council, 218 Donald P. Corbett
Business Building.
• 9 a.m.-9:50 a.m. Meeting with
CEAC/PEAC, Bangor Lounge, Memori-
al Union.
• 10 a.m.-10:50 a.m. Meeting with
bargaining unit representatives, EEO
Conference Room, Alumni Hall.
•11 a.m.-11:50 a.m. Meeting with
Orono Town Council, council chambers.
• 12 p.m.-12:50 p.m. Lunch with Chief
Financial Officer Larry Kelley.
• 1 p.m.-1:50 p.m. Facilities tour with
Director of Institutional and Facilities
Management Anita Wihry.
• 2 p.m. -2:50 p.m. Meeting with As-
sociation of Graduate Students, 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
• 3 p.m. -3:50 p.m. Open forum for
professional and classified staff, 141 Ben-
nett Hall.
• 4 p.m.-4:50 p.m. Open forum for
faculty, 141 Bennett Hall.
• 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Meeting with search
committee, 200 Alumni Hall.
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•For men and women
•Removal of facial and body hair
•The only safe and permanent hair
removal method
For your free consultation call:
Shirley Schneider, Betsy Schneider
942-0781
Evergreen Woods, 700 Mt. Hope Ave
Suite 331, Bangor
Electrolysis
Center
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• Recommendation
Turnpike authority endorses widening proposal
PORTLAND (AP) — The Maine Turn-
pike Authority agreed Tuesday to ask vot-
ers to reverse the decision they made six
years ago and line up behind a plan to
widen the southern end of the toll road.
The turnpike's five-member govern-
ing agency voted unanimously in support
of the $58 million project, asserting that
adding two lanes to the four already in
place is the only way to ease congestion
and improve safety.
Environmentalists who succeeded in
blocking the widening in the 1991 vote
blasted the decision to move ahead with
the widening but said they were pleased at
the idea of a second referendum.
Julian R. Coles, chairman of the turn-
pike authority, said the agency sought to
avoid a future ballot question initiated by
opponents.
"It seems to us prudent that we should
return this question to the voters of the
state," Coles said. In the 1991 referen-
dum, voters rejected the widening by a 3-
2 margin after the authority had spent
between $4 million and $5 million obtain-
ing permits.
"Before we move forward it is impor-
tant to know we have the people's bless-
ing," said board member John Melrose.
The Natural Resources Council of
Maine and the Sierra Club of Maine have
opposed the widening from the start, say-
ing alternative modes of transportation
are a better option.
"Widening is not going to help conges-
tion. You put another lane on a road and it
just increases traffic and it goes to gridlock
very quickly," said John Demos of the
Sierra Club. "Let's look at other ways of
dealing with transportation in this state."
The turnpike authority said Tuesday
that it has spent millions of dollars doing
just that.
Since 1993, the agency has spent $22
million on studies, new programs and de-
sign and construction of alternatives to
widening. Included were conversion to a
fixed-fare barrier system and electronic
toll collection, upgrading parking lots for
car pooling, commuter bus programs in
York County and experiments with toll
pricing during summer peak hours.
The authority concluded that only the
planned widening between York and South
Portland would dramatically reduce traf-
fic and improve safety.
"There is no road in the state of Maine,
or for that matter in the country, that has
received more inspections and more engi-
neering studies," Coles said. "With this
new information, it seems we should get
the citizens' approval to go forward."
Studies found that accident rates on the
four-lane section of the turnpike are 72
percent higher than on the six-lane sec-
tion. About 50 percent on the four-lane
section are caused by congestion and out-
dated design features, Coles said.
The Maine Turnpike, built in 1947, is
the second oldest toll highway in the na-
tion. It was not designed to accommodate
the type and number of vehicles that are
on the road today, said Paul E. Violette,
executive director of the turnpike author-
ity.
Traffic volume on the highway has
more than tripled over the last 20 years,
exceeding 44 million vehicles in 1996.
Annual traffic volumes are expected to
grow to over 55 million vehicles by the
year 2005 — the year the lane widenings
would be completed.
"The existing two-lane road has lost
all its flexibility. The minute anything
happens (an accident), then the multi-mile
backups occur," Violette said. Under the
proposed widening plan, big trucks would
be banned from the far left lane — the
passing lane — as a safety measure.
Studies also found that widening the
turnpike would enhance the Maine econo-
my, adding 11,000 more jobs by 2015,
compared to not widening.
The road expansion along with $70
million in roadway modernization projects
would be paid for with tolls, and bonds if
needed, Violette said. Regardless of the
outcome of the referendum, the turnpike
will continue with alternative programs to
reduce traffic, he said.
Members of the turnpike authority went
before the Legislature's Transportation
Committee Tuesday afternoon to intro-
duce a bill for a referendum. The authority
would like to put the question to voters
this November.
The Sierra Club said it would fight for
the wording on the referendum. Demos
said the group would oppose a simple
"should the turnpike be widened" ques-
tion. He said the group would argue for a
more complex question outlining other
options.
"The one thing we're happy about is
that it's going back to the voters," Demos
said. "But it's our opinion that the turn-
pike does not need to be widened."
• House of Representatives
Legislature supports
limitations on tax power
AUGUSTA (AP) — A plan to make it
much more difficult for the Legislature to
raise taxes won initial approval by a razor-
thin margin Tuesday in the Maine House of
Representatives.
But the bill will have a short life unless
supporters can muster a lot more support in
the days ahead.
The measure, which carries strong par-
tisan overtones, proposes a constitutional
amendment requiring a three-fifths vote of
the House and Senate in order to approve
any tax increase.
While it passed 75-73 Tuesday, the bill
would need a two-thirds vote of approval in
order to win final passage and be sent to
voters.
The Taxation Committee had split along
party lines, with majority Democrats op-
posing it and Republicans calling for pas-
sage.
"This is asking the people of the state of
Maine to vote," Republican Rep. Robert
Spear of Nobleboro said during Tuesday's
debate. "This is a real deliberative method
when we go to raise taxes."
But Democratic Rep. Steven Rowe of
Portland, who is also a tax committee mem-
ber, warned that there's a danger to ham-
stringing the Legislature's ability to hike
sales and income taxes when it's neces-
sary.
"We're increasing the burden on prop-
erty tax(payers) whether we like it or not,"
he said.
The House chairman of the Taxation
Committee, Rep. Verdi Tripp, said after
the debate that only one person spoke on
the bill during a hearing, and that person
was neutral.
"That sort of told us there wasn't a
great amount of concern on either side of
the bill," said Tripp, D-Topsham.
Tripp said the committee's majority pre-
fers a comprehensive review of tax policy
rather a piecemeal approach.
Another proposal aimed at providing
tax relief for the elderly was soundly reject-
ed by a 116-27 House vote.
The bill calls for a constitutional amend-
ment that would freeze property taxes on
certain homesteads at prevailing rates if the
owners are at least 65 years old, occupy the
residence and meet income requirements.
FINALS WEEK-EXAM CRAM
(Monday-Thursday)
The following rooms in The Memorial Union will be open 24 hours during
finals week:
SUTTON LOUNGE
NUTTER LOUNGE
WALKER LOUNGE
BUMPS ROOM
DAMN YANKEE
CENTER FOR STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY LIFE • THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS • MEET ME AT THE UNION...
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• Aneurysm
Renowned Chicago columnist dies after long career
CHICAGO (AP) — Mike Royko, the
Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper col-
umnist whose biting sarcasm and empa-
thy for the common man captured the
gritty essence of Chicago for more than
three decades, died Tuesday. He was 64.
Royko, whose Chicago Tribune col-
umn was syndicated to more than 800
newspapers nationwide, died at 3:30 p.m.
at Northwestern Memorial Hospital. He
underwent surgery there last week for an
aneurysm, a rupture or weakening of a
blood vessel.
Earlier this month, Royko underwent
surgery for an aneurysm while vacation-
ing in Florida. At that time, doctors found
evidence of a previous stroke.
Royko's column was a cornerstone of
the daily newspaper for generations of
Chicago readers, first in the now-defunct
Chicago Daily News, later with the Chi-
cago Sun-Times and since 1984 with the
Tribune. For most of his career he wrote
five days a week.
"I think Mike Royko brought a great
deal to his readers, both in humor and in
skepticism and in spotting phonies," said
longtime Chicago columnist Iry Kupci-
net of the Sun-Times. "He expressed his
mind without fear and did so no matter
who he crossed and who he hurt."
He gained stature as a critic of the late
Mayor Richard J. Daley at a time when
most prominent Chicagoans treated Da-
ley with cautious respect. Royko's 1971
biography, "Boss: Richard J. Daley of
Chicago," portrayed Daley as a shrewd,
autocratic politician who tolerated rac-
ism and corruption.
In typical tongue-in-cheek fashion,
Royko suggested the city's motto of
"Urbs In Horto" — city in a garden —
should be changed to "Ubi Est Mea" —
where's mine?
The book so infuriated the Daley fam-
ily that the mayor's wife persuaded a
grocery-store chain to remove the book
from its stores.
After Royko's death, Mayor Richard
M. Daley, Richard J. Daley's son, said:
"Through the years my family filled many
of his columns, some critical and some
supportive, but whether you agreed with
him or not, you had to respect his hones-
ty and his love for the city."
Royko tempered his political com-
mentary with wry observations on news,
social trends, his beloved Chicago Cubs
and the foibles of everyday life. Many
were presented in imagined conversa-
tions with Slats Grobnik, Royko's ficti-
tious blue-collar alter ego from the Pol-
ish neighborhood where Royko grew up.
Known for his gruff, often sarcastic
tone, Royko's scorn could be withering.
In 1992, a woman called him to com-
plain. She had found a 2,000-year-old
Roman coin on the floor in her bank and
returned it. To her dismay, she was not
offered a reward.
"If you don't at least try to return it,
you're a thief," Royko wrote. "So should
we hold parades for people because they
aren't thieves?"
He had no use for yuppies, as a col-
umn on buying practical gifts for spous-
es made clear:
"Many men love tools. Even those
who don't know how to use them. I know
one yuppie male who was thrilled when
he got a set of screwdrivers. He said:
'Oh, these will be perfect for prying
open shellfish."
When Tampa, Fla., tried to lure the
White Sox away from Chicago in 1988,
he urged city baseball fans to send their
dirty socks to Florida officials. In return,
Royko received citrus seeds from Flori-
da fans.
But others didn't take the jibes so
lightly, and in later years some readers
wondered whether Royko was going too
far. Where once his venom was reserved
for politicians, he had begun to write
more about ethnic minorities and gays,
to the pleasure of neither.
Twice in March 1996, Hispanic pro-
testers gathered at the Tribune Tower to
demand an apology for remarks in his
columns. Royko had written that tequila
is the best thing Mexico has offered this
century. Another column took a jaun-
diced view of anti-Castro Cubans. The
protesters said Royko perpetuated ste-
reotypes.
Royko himself got into legal trouble
WINTER SESSION IN ENGLAND
December 26-January 10
*The Legends of King Arthur
*Stonehenge *Salisbury Cathedral *Corfee Castle
*The Novels of Thomas Hardy
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For more information contact the Continuing Education
Division at the University of Maine (207) 581-3142
because of alcohol.
In 1995, Royko pleaded guilty to
drunken driving and resisting arrest after
a traffic accident near his Winnetka home.
According to court testimony, Royko had
begun treatment for alcoholism a month
before the accident and had enrolled in an
after-care addiction program.
Royko joined the Daily News in 1959
and won the Pulitzer for commentary in
1972. He moved to the Sun-Times in
1978 when the Daily News folded, then
jumped to the rival Tribune in 1984, cit-
ing Rupert Murdoch' s acquisition of the
Sun-Times.
In October 1995, Royko received the
Damon Runyon Award, given annually to
the journalist who best exemplifies the
style that made Runyon one of the best
columnists of his day.
In his acceptance speech, Royko re-
flected on how the newsroom had changed
during his years in journalism.
"Forty years ago, we were on the tail
of the Front Page era," Royko said.
"There was a different point of view.
Reporters and editors were more forgiv-
ing of public people. They didn't think
they had to stick someone in jail to make
a career."
Royko is survived by his wife, Judy, a
9-year-old son, Sam, and 4-year-old
daughter, Kate, as well as two sons from
his first marriage, David and Robert, and
four grandchildren. His first wife, child-
hood sweetheart Carol Duckman, died in
1979.
Funeral arrangements were incomplete.
• Congressional Gold Medal
Sinatra honored by Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) — "01' Blue
Eyes" is headed for gold.
Frank Sinatra, the recipient of numer-
ous awards for an entertainment career that
spans six decades, will add the Congres-
sional Gold Medal to the collection under a
bill that won final passage Tuesday in the
House.
It is Congress' most prestigious civilian
honor.
"Frank Sinatra is perhaps the greatest
singer of popular American music of this
century," said Rep. Michael Castle, R-Del.
Rep. Jose Serrano, D-N.Y., the sponsor,
said he was introduced to Sinatra's music
and the English language when his father
returned home to Puerto Rico after World
War II with a set of the balladeer's albums.
"I immediately fell in love with both,"
added Serrano, who owns hundreds of Si-
natra's recordings and tapes of more than
two dozen films.
"His music to me is no different than his
music to so many other people," he added.
"It serves this incurable romantic with the
ability to listen to the best music the world
has ever heard."
The House approved the bill, which
advances to President Clinton, by voice
vote. The Senate passed a similar version in
February.
The bill also authorizes up to $30,000 to
pay for the medal, and the sale of bronze
replicas to recover the costs.
Sinatra, who was at his Beverly Hills,
Calif., home at the time of the House vote,
said he never imagined receiving honors
from Congress when he began work as a
waiter in his native New Jersey.
"I am truly quite moved and deeply
honored by this marvelous recognition and
happily share the Congressional Gold Med-
al with the talented people with whom I've
worked," the 81-year-old Sinatra said.
"Today, as a proud American, Con-
gress may have brought a tear to my eyes,
but that lofty institution has also made me
very, very happy," he added.
Congress initially used the award to
honor military leaders but began during the
20th century to recognize excellence in a
range of fields, including the arts, athletics,
politics, science and entertainment.
George Washington, for "wise and spir-
ited conduct" in the Revolutionary War,
received the first medal, approved in March
1776.
More than 320 of them have been award-
ed since then to individuals including Win-
ston Churchill, Bob Hope, Howard Hugh-
es, Joe Louis, Lady Bird Johnson and Walt
Disney.
Sinatra, who suffered an apparent heart
attack in January, launched his solo singing
career in 1942. He also has produced, di-
rected or appeared in more than 50 movies
and has won many major awards.
He received the nation's highest civil-
ian award, the Medal of Freedom, given to
him in 1985 by former President Reagan.
Student Academic
Conference Travel Fund
is holding its third competition of the academic year for
Undergraduate Students. This fund serves
undergraduate students who need financial assistance for
travel to meetings/ conferences of an academic nature.
Applications must be submitted to the Office of
Academic Affairs (201/209 Alumni Hall) by May 1,
1997. Money will be awarded for travel taking place
between May 2 and October 4, 1997. Applications can
be obtained from Joan Day in the Office of Academic
Affairs, 201/209 Alumni Hall, or by calling x1-1504.
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• Scandal
Drill instructor convicted or rapes, faces life sentence
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,
Md. (AP) — A drill instructor was con-
victed Tuesday of raping six women train-
ees in the most serious case yet to come
out of the sex scandal that has rocked the
Army.
Staff Sgt. Delmar G. Simpson, 32,
could get life in prison for his conviction
on 18 of 19 rape counts.
The 6-foot-4 soldier stood at atten-
tion, unflinching, as the verdicts were
read in rapid-fire succession by the head
of the military jury. Simpson, who has
been behind bars since his arrest in Sep-
tember, left the courtroom holding hands
with his wife, who is stationed at an
Army post in Virginia.
Prosecutors said Simpson raped the
women at Aberdeen in 1995 and 1996,
mostly by intimidating them with his
size, his superior rank and implied threats
of harm or punishment. One trainee said
Simpson threatened to kill her if she told
about having sex with him.
Women's advocates — who consid-
ered the court-martial a test of how seri-
ous the Army is about sexual misconduct
— said the case underscores the need for
an independent investigation of how the
military handles such complaints.
"The military chain of command is
broken, and until that is fixed they are
nothing more than accessories to the
fact," said Karen Johnson, a retired Air
Force lieutenant colonel and vice presi-
dent of the National Organization for
Women.
A NAACP leader charged that the
prosecution was racially motivated. Sim-
pson is black; four of the rape victims are
white.
The jury of three white men, two black
men and one white woman, all of superi-
or rank, will decide Simpson's sentence
after hearing additional testimony, be-
ginning on Monday.
Simpson already has pleaded guilty to
having consensual sex with 11 trainees,
including five of the rape victims. He
could get up to 32 years in prison on
those charges and five sexual-harassment
offenses he admitted.
"We are all satisfied that due process
is continuing along. We are hoping for a
speedy conclusion to all this," said Lt.
Col. Gabriel Riesco, chief of staff at
Aberdeen's Ordnance Center and School,
where Simpson worked.
The judge ordered lawyers on both
sides not to talk about the case before the
sentencing.
Simpson is at the center of the most
politically and racially charged case to
emerge from a sex scandal that Army
Secretary Togo D. West Jr. called "the
worst we've seen" — a scandal has ex-
posed the complexities of integrating
women into the military and renewed
debate over the issue.
Since the scandal broke in November,
the Army has fielded more than 1,200
sexual misconduct complaints and opened
more than 300 criminal investigations at
U.S. installations around the world.
Twelve soldiers were charged at Ab-
erdeen Proving Ground, where the inves-
tigation revealed a breakdown in disci-
pline that led to regular sex between in-
structors and trainees.
One of Simpson's accusers testified
that he and another sergeant were ru-
mored to be in competition over who
could have sex with more trainees. Sex
was so common there were even code
words for it: Sergeants sleeping with train-
ees were "in the game." Trainees who
participated were "locked in tight."
Defense lawyers contended the wom-
en willingly had sex with Simpson —
some in hopes of getting favorable treat-
ment — then lied to avoid prosecution
for having sex with their commander or
because investigators bullied them.
Defense witnesses from the same com-
pany as Simpson's accusers said two of
the women were habitual liars who had
confided a desire to have sex with him.
They said one of the women paraded by
his office in shorts and a bikini top "to
see if he could be broken," and the other
admired his "sexy bald head."
All of the victims said they feared
reporting Simpson because they felt no
one would believe them. One described
Simpson as a "demigod" at Aberdeen.
Another said she felt like a puppet as
Simpson ordered her to have sex nine
times in his office, empty barrack rooms
and his on-post apartment.
A key point in the trial was the Ar-
my's definition of rape. Physical force is
not necessary for a rape conviction. Un-
der a military legal doctrine called "con-
structive force," rape can occur if the
victim fears death or physical harm.
In four cases previously resolved, no
Aberdeen staff members were convicted
of forcing subordinates to have sex. The
highest-ranking defendant, Capt. Derrick
Robertson, pleaded guilty in March to
adultery, consensual sodomy and con-
duct unbecoming an officer, but was
cleared of rape.
Most of the remaining Aberdeen cases
involve drill sergeants accused of having
improper relationships with women train-
ees. Only two others face rape charges. •
Though defense attorneys barely men-
tioned race during Simpson's trial, the
Aberdeen investigation drew accusations
of racism earlier this year from some
black leaders. All 12 soldiers charged are
black while most of their accusers are
white. The Army denied race played a
part in its investigation.
"I believe this verdict is an attack on
the leadership of the African-American
male," the local NAACP leader, Janice
Grant, said after the verdict. "I do not
believe he should have been convicted of
even one rape."
Simpson's lawyers had also argued
that Army investigators pressured wom-
en to embellish their allegations and that
the military brass, eager to show its re-
solve when the scandal broke, exerted
undue pressure that led to more serious
charges against Simpson than warranted.
Susan G. Barnes, a Denver lawyer and
former judge who heads Women Active
in Our Nation's Defense, Their Advo-
cates and Supporters, said the Army must
examine the chain of command to deter-
mine why improper sexual conduct was
allowed to continue for so long.
"This was a situation that would ap-
pear at some level was tolerated. That
doesn't mean they participated in it, but
people had to turn their backs and turn off
their hearing," she said.
The jury deliberated 31 hours over
five days. In all, Simpson faced 54 counts.
He was found guilty as charged on 43,
innocent of seven; and guilty of lesser
offenses on the four other counts.
Those four include the 19th rape
charge, involving a 20-year-old woman
who testified she did not resist and did
not fear Simpson would harm here Simp-
son was acquitted of raping her but found
guilty of indecent assault.
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• Defense
Cohen's military review may result in more base closings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Sec-
retary William Cohen said Tuesday his major
review of the U.S. military may include base
closings — a surprise to lawmakers still
smarting from recent base shutdowns.
Cohen told reporters at the Pentagon he
has made no final decisions on a sweeping
review of the nation's defenses due to be
released in mid-May. But Cohen did say he
may propose closing more U.S. military
bases. Troop strength has been reduced by
33 percent in recent years, Cohen said, while
infrastructure has been cut by only 18 per-
cent.
"It's been pretty clear for some time
there's an excess capacity," Cohen said.
An annual report Cohen submitted Tues-
day to the president and Congress also un-
derscored the need to trim bases.
"Within the United States, closing facil-
ities that are surplus to national defense is
essential to reducing unnecessary defense
expenses," Cohen stated in the report.
Lawmakers and local communities are
still grappling with the disruption caused by
97 major base closings ordered in four base
closure rounds beginning in 1988. The idea
of another round coming so close on the
heels of these closures met with emphatic
opposition from several key lawmakers.
"Does 'Over my dead body!' make it
clear enough?" said Rep. Joel Hefley, R-
Colo., chairman of the House National Se-
curity subcommittee on military installa-
tions.
Government witnesses before Hefley's
panel this year have questioned whether
base closures save as much as promised.
Enormous environmental cleanup costs, for
example, have cut into expected savings. In
addition, Hefley said, even a smaller mili-
tary still needs key bases.
Within the Pentagon, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and other top uniformed commanders
have pushed for more base closings. They
made sure the guidance for the pending
study, called the Quadrennial Defense Re-
view, included base closings among the
money-saving options. Top officers, press-
ing for weapons modernization and reluc-
tant to see the active-duty force shrink fur-
ther, see base closings as a target of oppor-
tunity.
Still, Cohen's remarks surprised law-
makers who have expected the Quadrennial
Defense Review to focus on deeper cuts in
active-duty forces. Under current plans, that
force would drop to 1.431 million by the end
of next year. But senior Army officers have
been saying for weeks that they are con-
cerned the defense review will slash an
additional 50,000 soldiers from the Army
alone, which now stands at 485,674 sol-
diers.
"It's news tome," said Sen. Bob Smith,
R-N.H., a senior member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee. "I would be
opposed at this point to looking at any more
closings."
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, ranking
Democrat on the Senate Appropriations de-
fense subcommittee, said the Clinton ad-
You're smart. Have fun.
Take the money and run.
CASH $400
BONUS purchase
Take I MV lelereedve read OM WM the mow Fent Men DU on wwittentcom
While there may be lots of good deals out there for smart
people, this one is available only to college seniors and grad
students. Get $400 cash hack* toward the purchase or 8650
cash back* Inward the Red Carpet Lease (or Red Carpet Option)
of any eligible Ford or Mercury. Smart going. And that includes
red carpet lease or
red carpet option
The new 1998 Ford Escort
(lie exciting new Ford Escort 112, a terrific way to grab life by
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degree between 10/195 and 1/3/98
or be currently enrolled in graduate school. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4/97
and 1/3/98 Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply See your dealer for details.
College Graduate Purchase Program Mercury
ministration would find it "very hard" to
gain congressional support for more base
closings.
For decades, a favorite method of pork-
barrel spending was opening military bases.
Recognizing the political difficulty of clos-
ing bases, Congress created an outside com-
mission with the power to recommend clo-
sures. The most recent installment of the
commission, however, is disbanded and
would require an act of Congress to revive.
Hefley said he would naturally worry
about possible closure of Fort Carson in his
district. Smith and his regional allies won a
bruising fight in 1995 to save the Ports-
mouth Naval Shipyard on the Maine-New
Hampshire border.
But not all lawmakers see bases as un-
touchable.
Sen. John Warner, R-Va., said he would
be willing to consider further base closings.
"We'll have to trust (Cohen's) judg-
ment," said Warner, the No. 2 Republican
on the Senate Armed Services Committee.
"If the Quadrennial Defense Review calls
for reductions in force structure, there ought
to be balanced reductions in base struc-
ture."
Warner has parochial interests as well, name-
ly finding the money to build another aircraft
carrier at a shipyard in Newport News, Va.
• Science
Appetite
suppressant
may do more
WASHINGTON (AP) — A hormone
that is thought to turn off the appetite switch
in the brain may also turn on the fat-burning
switch within cells, researchers report to-
day.
Dr. Roger H. Unger of the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dal-
las said laboratory rats genetically altered to
boost levels of the hormone leptin lose all
the fat in their bodies within days.
He said the study, published today in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, shows for the first time that leptin
is active inside body cells and not just in the
brain.
"There is a huge effect in cells on the
metabolism of fatty acids," said Unger.
"The fat never leaves the cells. It is burned
up inside."
Fat was depleted in cells that normally
store fat as well as in muscle, liver and
pancreas cells, he said.
"Within seven days, there is no fat de-
tectable in the body at all," said Unger.
Earlier studies of leptin revealed that the
hormone acts in the brain to suppress the
appetite. Rats with high levels of leptin
were found to eat about half the food of
normal rats.
In the new study, Unger and his associ-
ates transferred genes that boosted the lep-
tin levels in laboratory rats to about 20 times
normal.
The animals' appetite and feeding habits
were then carefully monitored.
For comparison, normal rats were fed
exactly the amount of food as the high-
leptin rats, said Unger. Later, tissue of all of
the rats was examined for fat content.
Unger said the normal rats lost fat, but
only about half the amount shed by the
See HORMONE on pagel3
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• Peace
Nations agree on treaty to ban chemical weapons
WASHINGTON (AP) — A global ban
on chemical weapons took effect Tues-
day with several key nations absent from
the list of more than 80 that have ratified
it — notably Russia and Iraq, the only
two besides the United States to admit
having chemical arms.
The ban, hailed by arms-control advo-
cates as a step toward a safer world, does
not eliminate the threat posed by poison
gas and other chemical agents. Indeed,
some fear these will increasingly be a
weapon of choice for terrorists.
In a well-publicized drill that under-
scored this concern, a specially assem-
bled Marine Corps unit demonstrated in
Washington on Tuesday how it would
respond to a chemical or biological weap-
on attack by terrorists on a city.
It is the threat of terrorist attack — not
a deliberate chemical assault by the forc-
es of a foreign government — that most
concerns the Clinton administration. The
treaty, known as the Chemical Weapons
Convention, outlaws the development,
production, possession, transfer or use of
chemical weapons.
Russia has signed the treaty but its
parliament has not ratified it. A Pentagon
report three months ago said Russian pes-
ticide processing plants offer "easy po-
tential" for secret production of a new
generation of chemical weapons.
The United States and Russia both
have pledged to destroy their entire stocks
of chemical weapons, but that task is
proving more difficult and costly than
either had anticipated. The United States
expects to spend at least $12.4 billion to
get rid of its chemical weapons by the end
of 2004.
The Senate ratified the treaty last
Thursday, more than four years after
former President Bush signed it, but
doubts remain that Russia will follow
suit. All NATO countries, plus Japan and
China, have ratified the treaty, but sever-
al countries perceived as hostile to the
United States have not even signed it.'
These include Iraq, Syria, Libya and North.
Korea, which has large numbers of chem-
ical weapons stored near the Demilita-
rized Zone that divides it from South
Korea.
In all, more than 160 countries have
signed the treaty and more than 80 have
ratified it.
The latest to act was Kuwait, whose
parliament ratified it Tuesday. Kuwait
sees itself as especially vulnerable. Iraq,
which invaded Kuwait in 1990, had a
large clandestine chemical weapons pro-
Hormone from page 12
leptin rodents. Also, the normal rats re-
tained fat in their muscle cells.
The study suggested that leptin may be
useful in the control of Type II diabetes, the
form of the disease that often develops in
older, overweight people.
The rat study showed that by burning fat
in the cells, the excess leptin also lowered
blood sugar and made the cells more sensi-
tive to insulin, the hormone that controls
sugar levels, Unger said. Diabetes develops
when the body stops making or becomes
insensitive to insulin.
Unger cautioned, however, that the rat
study may not apply to humans. "That still
needs to be tested," he said.
An artificial form of leptin is now being
tested as a weight-control drug in humans,
but the results are still unknown, he said.
gram, and it remains unclear whether the
Iraqis actually used some of those weapons
during the Persian Gulf War in 1991.
If it had not ratified the treaty before it
took effect Tuesday, the United States
would not have been allowed to participate
directly in verifying compliance. Treaty
opponents argued that the ban is unen-
forceable and that it would create the im-
pression that there no longer is a chemical
arms threat.
Michael Moodie, president of the Chem-
ical and Biological Arms Control Institute,
a private group in Washington, said the
treaty provides new tools to try to limit the
spread of chemical weapons but does not
eliminate the problem.
"It's not a silver bullet," Moodie said.
"There will still be a threat."
Making a similar assessment, the Ma-
rines have created a new unit — called the
Chem-Bio Incident Response Force — to
intervene with special equipment to help
civilian authorities manage the aftermath
of a chemical or biological attack.
On Tuesday they demonstrated their
techniques.
A team of Marines, some dressed in
bright blue spacesuit-like protective gear,
responded to a mock chemical attack on a
Marine barracks at Henderson Hall, near
the Pentagon. Numerous "victims" were
evacuated from the "hot zone" living
quarters and taken on stretchers to a de-
contamination tent where they were
washed, scrubbed and rechecked for the
presence of chemical agents.
The unit, comprised of 350 Marines
specializing in the detection and identifi-
cation of chemical agents and the treat-
ment and decontamination of victims, was
created a year ago by Marine Corps Com-
mandant Gen. Charles Krulak.
Krulak was motivated by a March 1995
incident in which a Japanese religious cult
released deadly nerve gas in the Tokyo
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subway, killing 12 people and raising ques-
tions worldwide about the vulnerability of
urban areas.
The Marine team was deployed for the
first time last summer at the Olympics in
Atlanta, and again at President Clinton's
inauguration in January. They will be in
Denver during the G-7 summit of major
industrialized countries in July, said their
commander, Lt. Col. Arthur J. Corbett.
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Access to fee expenditures
Fo
r most students, the funding battle
ends with the first hint of 15-page
papers and finals. For some, howev-
er, the funding fight intensifies at the end of
the semester. Student Government leaders
and concerned students gathered in front of
the union last Friday to protest inequities
they perceive in the way this university is
run, both financially and academically.
While their cause is just and in the interest
of the students, they got it right the first time
by going to the state. InThe Maine Campus'
Monday report of the rally, certain claims
made by students contradicted those of
UMaine administrators.
Regarding administration salaries, UMaine
President Frederick Hutchinson's pay is on par
or below those of other New England institu-
tions of similar size. According to John Dia-
mond, director of public affairs, UMaine's
administration as a whole consumes a lower
percentage of funds than other similar schools.
In fact, Hutchinson took a hefty pay cut to return
to Maine from Ohio State, a much larger school.
The $620,000-plus expense in the NCAA
fiasco paid not only for the fines, but also for
restructuring the guidelines to hopefully prevent
further violations. This was, in part, paid for out
of Hutchinson's discretionary fund.. Financed
by individuals and organizations such as the
University of Maine Foundation, the fund used
no student or state money. In the same issue of
The Maine Campus, a guest column claimed
this fund amounted to $25 million. Two admin-
istration members, Diamond and Joe Carr, news
coordinator, awned the true amount is much
less, not exceeding $500,000, even before the
NCAA payoff. A more representative balance
from a direct student fee should be required.
The comprehensive fee is levied on stu-
dents for primarily non-academic services,
ranging from health services to athletics to
MCA performances. Still, the comprehensive
fee is unbalanced if half of it is spent on athlet-
ics. Students should have easy access to fee
itemization, particularly considering original
1987 student opposition.
These corrections do not defray from the
importance and ability of the student voice.
While administrators do the job they are paid
and expected to do (which, in UMaine' s case,
is to make do with what we have), students
are in the unique position to to ask the hard
questions without fear of reprisal. If univer-
sal accountability is the goal of rally orga-
nizers, the state has to come first; the 99
percent tuition increase since 1990 is the
fault of the Legislature.
Texas separatists unstable
Armed sep
aratist movements seem
to be popping up throughout the
United States lately. The most re-
cent of these violent, short-sighted acts has
yet to be resolved as members of the Re-
public of Texas are still negotiating with
government representatives.
With the tragic standoffs at Ruby Ridge
and Waco fresh in the nation's memory, au-
thorities are understandably cautious when deal-
ing with these few reckless radicals who are
holed up in a trailer about 75 miles north of the
Mexican border. So cautious are state and fed-
eral officials that they allowed the exchange of
one of the group's jailed comrades for two
hostages Monday.
Richard McLaren, the self-proclaimed "am-
bassador" of this separatist group, has said the
standoff would end only if negotiators guaran-
tee that a statewide referendum will be held to
address the possibility of secession. His goal
may seem innocuous enough, but kidnapping
innocent residents as a means of forcing this
referendum on the people of Texas should
result in nothing more than a prison term.
Perhaps Jeff Davis County Sheriff Steve Bailey
best described McLaren, when earlier this year
he referred to him as "a nut," "a nothing."
The Texas Legislature, made up of repre-
sentatives from all areas of the state, is the
body that should decide whether such a refer-
endum should be held. This proposal should
not be forced upon Texans by a power hungry
madman and a few of his misguided followers.
Separatist movements do not need to in-
volve heavily armed kidnappers and the re-
lease of suspected criminals. When the people
of Quebec felt their province should secede
from Canada, no hostages were taken. There
were demonstrations, a flood of political litera-
ture from both those who supported and op-
posed the legislation, and separation became
the subject of many heated debates. These are
effective means of promoting a cause.
By taking hostages and provoking an armed
standoff, McLaren and his followers have prov-
en they are not interested in developing a just
government for their Republic of Texas. In-
sti--ad, they have only proven they are an unsta-
ble militia with violent leaders.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Sacred cow
To The Editor:
At the time of this writing,
I'm not a very popular person. It
seems that Kathryn Ritchie
missed out on anything produc-
tive I had to say at the rally and
went right for my tongue-in-
cheek remark (which I apolo-
gize for) concerning the football
team. I'm sure she'll get a shot
in some 21st century version of
A Current Affair; she has finely
tuned shock-journalism skills
Geraldo would die for. Now for
some explanation.
We want students to be proud
of their university, bag the apathy
and get to work. We also want
UMaine to halt its systematic self-
destruction and start worrying
about the common good. No one
can deny the fact that athletics is a
sacred cow; it's overfunded, it
overspends, its staff is overpaid
and, oddly enough, it has little to
do with my education. On the oth-
er hand, the student organizations
generally work to provide diver-
sion, edi le-ate the campus, enhance
the quality of life as well as the
school. The average student lead-
ens a volunteer, ergo, we get squat.
We don't get scholarships for
what we do, we don't get the
sympathy of teachers when we
have to miss class for an away
event, we don't get a lot of praise,
we don't get special tutoring or
study sessions to prevent our ex-
tracurricular activities from inter-
fering with our ultimate goal of
graduation. Athletics is about
money. It's about pleasing alum-
ni who forgot why they came to
this institution way-back-when.
It's been said that athletes do
a lot for this school by one of the
higher-ups (and she knows who
she is). Can someone please tell
me what that is? How can you
justify spending millions of dol-
lars on something that does not
directly affect the student body
at large? Departments have been
downsized dramatically, majors
have ceased to exist, faculty and
staff laid off, students have been
forced to make do with higher
tuition, aging facilities and ath-
letics has had to deal with ...
umm ... let me think ... NCAA
fines. Give me a break.
Heath McKay
Orono
• Misguided activism
To the Editor:
After reading Monday's
issue of The Maine Campus,
I think I have finally reached
my threshold of watching tru-
ly misguided attempts at ac-
tivism. Friday's "student"
rally was another example of
the people of Student Gov-
ernment making bold strides
toward improving the univer-
sity that amount to nothing
more than an annoyance to
most students on campus.
The good intentions of the
senators and other members
of Student Government
amount to nothing without
student support. How many
people voted in the last elec-
tion? How many people
know who their senators are?
How many senators have met
with constituents lately, and,
if they did, actually inspired
some faith in the governing
body? Support it or not, Sen.
Eslinger's controversial res-
olution is sadly the closest
representation of student sen-
timents brought to the senate
floor.
Go to the students; talk to
them, take their issues to
heart and put them forth as
the most important thing you
need to accomplish. When
you ask for support in the
form of a rally, the students
will come running to support
you. Attempting to do this
the other way around
amounts in nothing more than
embarrasment. Friday's ral-
ly was a demonstration, but
only one of incompetence
and misguided ambition.
Having links with the admin-
istration is important, but
10,000 or even only 1,000
student voices carries more
weight than any Student Gov-
ernment president could ever
hope to wield alone. Creat-
ing a student government
with the power of the stu-
dents it represents should be
the first goal of the next se-
mester. Only then will the
government be a true student
goverment.
Carl Houde
Orono
• Coke is not it
To the Editor
I am writing in response to
two editorials your newspaper ran
a couple of weeks ago regarding
the corporate funding of the Me-
morial Union expansion by Coca-
Cola. Both of the pieces advocat-
ed acrPpting corporate sponsor-
ship, arguing that the university
needs the money and that, since it
is only the union we are talking
about, corporate sponsorship can
have no negative side effects on
the university community.
I would ask members of this
community to think twice before
advocating corporate sponsorship.
While it may seem innocuous
enough at first, corporate sponsor-
ship is insidious by nature — we
need only look so far as our local,
state and federal political arenas to
see the the dire consequences of
corporate sponsorship tun amuck.
Let's look on our own cam-
pus. It is no secret that certain
academic programs on this cam-
pus receive corporate funding.
Has this had a negative effect on
our intellectual community? It
might be hard to say, but I do find
it interesting that on a college cam-
pus — a location supposedly de-
voted to academic and intellectu-
al diversity and progress — not
one member of our forestry de-
partment vocally supported the
clear-cutting ban last fall. Is it
merely coincidence that not one
member of one of the nation's
most respected departments in the
field felt compelled to support a
ban that might in some way be
detrimental to certain corporations
within the state?
Corporations do not encour-
age diversity, they do not en-
courage progress, they do en-
courage change. They encour-
age the status-quo that is contin-
ually increasing their wealth,
power and influence. Is this who
we want moving into our union
and taking our money?
I urge everyone on campus
to resist corporate sponsorship.
Surely on a campus of so many
bright minds we can think of
something better—more exciting
— than one more opportunity to
sell ourselves out.
Aaron Hunter
Orono
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Delaying the miracle of life
First 
cloning and now this...
So I stumble across a story
last week about a 63-year-
old woman who gave birth last year
to a healthy baby girl (and no,
this wasn't even reading the En-
quirer). It seems this woman was
one of several to lie about her
age to get into a fertility clinic
where the cut-off age is 50. Dr.
Mark V. Sauer, who ran the egg-
donor program where this par-
ticular woman conceived, also
runs the Columbia University
fertility clinic. He said he has
and were seeking fertility treat-
ments at that age, I'd be out-
raged. And I won't even touch
on the health problems associ-
ated with women in that age
group (though the fact that
menopause happens between the
ages of 45 and 50 is a clear sign
from Mother Nature that wom-
en's bodies can't handle child-
birth anymore). Anyone could
argue that they only take candi-
As I See It
By Kathryn Ritchie
helped 50 women over the cut-
off age get pregnant even though
he knew they were lying about
their age. He apparently lacks
the minimum of ethics required
to be a doctor. These women are
a separate story unto themselves.
I've heard of sneaking into R-
rated movies, but sneaking into
a fertility clinic seems a little
bizarre. If you need accurate
proof of age to buy cigarettes
and beer, then why wouldn't the
doctor enforce the age limit of a
fertility clinic? Sauer said wom-
en up to 70 years old can con-
ceive in these clinics.
First, let's work off the as-
sumption that these women have
never had children. If they did,
dates who are models of physi-
cal fitness. So that leaves my
largest beef with the entire pro-
cess: Who is going to take care
of the children born to these old-
er moms?
These woman are dooming
their children to a life without
parents. Can you imagine a 75-
year-old mom or dad playing
catch in the yard or dealing with
an adolescent trauma? And once
both parents die, who will be
left to raise these children? My
own great-grandmother was
about 65-years-old when I was
born. I can't imagine her rais-
ing a child (let alone giving
birth). She was a wonderful per-
son, but she never got on the
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine Campus
floor and played. Nor did she run
after me playing tag. All she
did was sit in a big stuffed chair
and dole out hugs and kisses
whenever I visited.
Fertility treatments are a
blessing for couples who can't
conceive on their own, but treat-
ing such older patients is abus-
ing the system. I have no doubt
these women plan to love the
children they will bring into this
world. But I doubt they have
sincerely thought everything
through. If these parents merely
want to share their love with a
child, adoption should be seri-
ously considered. With thou-
sands of children out there wait-
ing to be loved, there's no need
to create new life at that age.
Any way you look at it, these
children will never lead normal
lives. Though possibly brought
into the world with the best of
intentions, it seems so impracti-
cal to have a baby at that age.
These children will almost cer-
tainly have to face the deaths of
their parents before they gradu-
ate from college, if not sooner.
Bringing children into the world
this way is not fair to them. Older
couples looking to hear laughter
and little footsteps in the house,
would be better off spending their
time and money on children who
already need to be loved.
Kathryn Ritchie is a junior jour-
nalism major and assistant city
editor of The Maine Campus.
Correction
In the Bumstock pullout that
appeared in the April 28 edition
of The Maine Campus, the name
of the artist who created the graph-
ics was omitted. Shawn Rice cre-
ated all graphics in the pullout.
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Best of times,
worst of times
There are 10 days 
and
counting to graduation.
Like most seniors, I've
been counting down to the day
when President Hutchinson can
hand me my piece of paper say-
ing I graduated from the Uni-
versity of Maine. I just hope
it's worth the paper it's printed
on and the out-of-state tuition
dollars paid to this institution.
While I thought being a senior
would be fun — I'd finally go out
and have a good time. I've quickly
learned there is a lot of work to do
and no fun to be had until it's all
done; that is, if you want to gradu-
good and bad.
, This is what I came away with:
While some students may have
some wonderful people who take
the time to help them figure out if
what they're taking will actually
help them graft law, them are just as
many, if not more, people who have
had bad advisers. Before I received
an adviser in my major, I had no
idea if the classes I was taking
would work towardraduation.
Advisers should take the time to
ensure a student is taking a class
On the Sly
By Yolanda Sly
ate. Despite all of the work, it's
still one's responsibility to be an
active member and care about what
goes on in the world around you.
Many of my experiences are
due to participating in various
activities, interacting with oth-
ers or dealing with the universi-
ty's punches, than from what
I've learned in the classroom. I
can even say I've had some fun.
I remembered the first story I
wrote for The Campus. It was
about a steam pit being repaired
in front of Stevens Hall. Four d-
ring binders later there are many
more articles from The Campus
and other publications, includ-
ing UMaine's Department of
Public Affairs. I also had a chance
to go on exchange to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, where I expe-
rienced attending a larger uni-
versity with more people in a
different atmosphere. Going on
exchange, nationally or interna-
tionally, is a great experience, if
one can seize the opportunity.
Everyone should see a hock-
ey game, though they might not
want to get tickets by sleeping
outside of Wells Commons just
to see the game against Boston
University. In November of 1993,
members of my dorm did just
that. While I might not see my
friends from the dorm often, I
still think of them.
Everyone has their niche, and
I found mine in two places: the
paper and at my sorority, Chi
Omega. After graduation I hope
to keep in touch with the friends
I've made there.
To the class of 1997, good
luck and may we all get a good
paying job. And to those I'm
leaving behind, good luck to
you, too.
I remember describing my ex-
periences at the university, both
they need rather than signing a
form without looking at it.
I also have a question that no
one may be able to answer: How
can a person have too many
credits in their major? I ran
across this problem, and anice
woman in Stevens Hall gave me
the green light that, with the
help of some of the faculty in
the journalism department,
would fulfill both the advertis-
ing and journalism sequences
after completing all of my "col-
lege" requirements. With almost
an additional nine credits to take,
I would have rather taken class-
es offered in my department than
in a subject that might not inter-
est me as much. Shouldn't we
as students be encouraged to
learn all that can be learned in
our field of study?
Lately the laziness of the stu-
dents seems at a greater level, as
few people attended the Student
Government rally Friday, and
fewer showed up to question one
of the potential candidates for the
UMaine presidency.
Why is this? Do people re-
ally not care? Students repeat-
edly claim the administration
does nothing for them or does
not care about what they think.
The open forums to meet the
candidates are perfect oppor-
tunities to see what these peo-
ple want to do with your uni-
versity. It's a crazy time, but
instead of procrastinating you
could be taking part in selecting
someone who makes many deci-
sions at this institution. After all,
you are paying to be here, you
should care what happens to the
university you are attending.
Yolanda Sly is a senior jour-
nalism major and city editor
of The Maine Campus.
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Entertainment
Cranially Constipated
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Wednesday, April 30
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: The lim-
its of what you can achieve aren't set by some
outside force, but by what you believe you can
accomplish. Raise your sights high over the next
year. You don't know what you can do until you try
— and the more you try, the more you will do.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): In whatever
area of your life you have felt insecure you will now
begin to see that you have been worrying for no
good reason. But don't take this as a sign that you
can behave with no regard for the consequences.
The cosmic law of cause and effect has been sus-
pended, not abolished.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): What once you
thought of as an impossible dream you now think of
not in terms of "if' but "when." You are smart
enough to realize it may be months before you see
results that can be measured, but you know it will be
worth the wait. This is a good day for thinking ahead.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Do you ever get
the feeling you worry too much? Of course you do
—all the time. Today, however, your worries can be
seen for what they are: An irrational fear of the
unknown. Just because something is unfamiliar
doesn't mean it is going to hurt you. It may be what
you need.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Uncertainties in
your personal life may have been making things
difficult over the past few months, and an immedi-
ate solution is unlikely. Try not to dwell on it —
there is light at the end of the tunnel.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): If you are not in the
mood to do something serious today — and it will
be a rare Leo who is — then by all means postpone
your more important duties and responsibilities.
A little less action and a lot more thought will
make the things you have to do so much easier in
the future.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It may not have
been a Virgoan who invented worry, but it was
probably a Virgoan who perfected it. Fortunately,
your attitude should change dramatically over the
next few days as you realize you have much to be
thankful for and even more to look forward to.
Don't fight it, enjoy it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Now that Nep-
tune, planet of illusion, is about to do an "about
turn" in your solar chart, it might be an idea to put
domestic issues out of your mind for awhile. Spend
some time doing what you want to do: It will give
you a better perspective with which to advise others
later on.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): There are
enough cynics in the world as it is — don't add your
name to the scroll of dishonor. There is a huge
difference between being practical and being criti-
cal for the sake of it. It is still a big, beautiful
mysterious world for those who have the talent to
dream. Are you one of them?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If some-
thing is denied you today, it can only be because it
isn't worth having — or maybe there is something up
ahead which you will want even more once you get a
glimpse of it. Don't feel sad for what you have lost or
missed — feel glad there is still so much to enjoy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Although
the prison doors of reality are about to shut in your
face, you must not believe they will be locked
forever. Anything is possible for those who dream,
but that doesn't mean dreams come true precisely
when you want them to. Don't make a big deal of it,
and you won't wait too long.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. H): Don't feel too
much sympathy for someone who is in trouble
today. The truth is that person had plenty of warn-
ings and plenty of chances to mend his/her ways. If
there is nothing you can do to help, so be it. If there
is something you can do, it might be wise to pretend
there is not.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Soon Neptune,
your ruling planet, will appear to be motionless in
the sky. Seen from Earth it will move neither for-
ward nor back. You in turn may feel you are trapped
between the future and the past. But who says you
have to move in either direction? If in doubt, stay
where you are.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, May 1
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Be more
imaginative this year - think of ways you can en-
hance your lifestyle. The more you experiment, the
more you improve your chances of success; the
more you improve your chances of success, the
more you will want to experiment.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Try not to send
misleading signals today. Are you looking to give a
lead, or are you looking for someone to follow? It
can't be both. If in doubt, keep yourself to yourself
and don't make any sudden moves. People in au-
thority will not be impressed if you say one thing
but do another.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Is happiness a
place, an event or a state of mind? If you change
your residence or circumstances will you feel better,
worse or much the same? These are the sort of
questions you should be asking yourself today. The
answers you get will determine whether you will be
on the move this May.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You may not know
why you have to follow a certain course of action.
Your sixth sense tells you, however, that if you don't
you will regret it. That day may be a long way off, but
it will come round eventually, so make a tough
decision today and have an easier life later on.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You may think
you are dependent on what others decide to do
before you can make a move of your own. But what
if they think the same way and are waiting for you to
make a decision? Neither of you will get anywhere.
If you know what you want - and you do - come
right out and say it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): It doesn't matter how
urgent a deadline appears today, you don't have to
meet it if you don't want to, even if the reason you
don't want to is that you can't be bothered. Some
days are meant for working, and some days are
meant for relaxing. Today is one for the latter.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): There is no such
thing as a good or bad horoscope. Events may be
good or bad, but it is how we react to them that
determines whether they bring pleasure or pain.
"Good" news is coming your way, but will you
recognize it as such? If you do, it will be better than
good - it will be brilliant.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Someone once said
that indifference is worse than hate, as it is entirely
lacking in emotion. Bear that thought in mind today
before you ignore someone who may be irritating
but who needs to be sure you know he/she exists. If
you can't say something nice, at least say something
contraversial.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The only way to
stay serene is to accept things the way they are. This
doesn't mean you should do nothing, but it does
mean you shouldn't take life so seriously. There are
only three truly important things in the world: love,
laughter and knowledge. Everything else is padding.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sagittari-
ans aren't renowned for being worriers, and you
certainly know better than to worry about things
you can't change. Therefore, no matter how hard
done by you feel today, behave normally and don't
let it get you down.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): If you know
what you want today, go out and get it. If you don't
know what you want, wait. The worst possible
thing you can do is to make a move without know-
ing where it will lead, because once you have started
you won't be able to stop. It might be fun, but what
if it isn't?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You can't
change the past. What you can do , however, is
make sure you don't repeat the same mistakes.
Today's celestial aspects will show you where and
how something in your life went wrong. More
importantly, it will help you see how to get it right
next time.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A friend is still
a friend, even if he/she has done something stupid.
Don't turn your back on someone today just be-
cause that person has embarrassed you or let you
down. If your friendship is worth anything, you
will take the time to show that person where he/she
went wrong.
Entertainment
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New York Times Daily Crossword No 1024
ACROSS
Kind of blocker
5 Twinge
9 Big dos
14 Philosopher
Hoffer
15 Award for
"Curse of the
Starving Class"
16 Intimidate
17 Title for
40-Across
19 Ben Casey"
star Edwards
20 Hosp.
employee
21 Title for
40-Across
23 Horse
command
26 Part of i.p.s.
28 Kiln
29 Sunny
32 Salutation abbr.
36 Incite
37 Saroyan's "My
Name Is "
39 Underwater
cave dweller
40 Multitalented
subject of this
puzzle
44 Dangerous
curve
45 Emerald —
46—time
47 View from
Klamath
National Forest
50 Kind of permit
52 Hang
54 N.Y.C. sports
venue
55 Certain training
56 Title for
40-Across
60 Third word of
"America"
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62 Name in
puppetry
63 Title for
40-Across
as "La vita nuova"
poet
69 Gulf war V.I.P.
70 Have in
one's bonnet
71 Stack up
72 Quick drive
73 Borough
DOWN
1" sport..."
2 Stub one's toe
3 Opening in
"Hollywood
Squares"
4 Workout
aftermath
5 Blotto
6 White House
nickname
7 "Good work!"
8"I can't 
satisfaction"
(1965 song
lyric)
9 Counsel
to Keels over
ii Archeological
inscription
12 Whenever
13 Suffix with mob
18 Old Chevy
22 Symbol of
magnetic field
strength
23 Deceits
24 Tangle
25 Wife, in Madrid
27 Understands
30 Farm layer
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Pule by Michael S. Maurer
31Lke St. N•ck's
"little mouth," in
"The Night Before
Christmas"
33 Recipient
34 Happens again
35 Maximally
cunning
38 Take away, at
law
41 Gay
42 Unspoiled
43 Traveler's stop
48 Cheerleading
maneuvers
49 Conical homes
St Backward
53 Administers
medicine
56 Scotch's
partner
57 Symbol of
happiness
58 Skeleton part
59 Forces on
horses: Abbr.
61 R.B.I., e.g.
64 Junior's junior
65 Native Nigerian
66 Put in stitches
67 List
complement
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message? Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3036.
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Sole the Arts
• In theaters
Latest disaster film suffers from weak plot
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff
I am as a big a fan of the disaster genre as
anyone, but enough is enough. How many
natural disasters are we going to have to be
subjected to before filmmakers realize that
audiences have OD'd on these movies?
"Volcano" supports this even further be-
cause it is the second volcano film in two
months, "Dante's Peak" being the other. It
says something when disaster films start
repeating themselves within the year. Any-
way, "Volcano" is the latest. Does it mea-
sure up? More or less.
"Volcano" by itself, without the torrent
of other disaster epics, probably would have
been a blockbuster, but the nauseam and
overkill of the genre has wounded any ex-
pectations we might have.
We know what to expect and "Volcano"
does not deviate much from the formula.
The story concerns seismic activity below
Los Angeles' La Brea Tar Pits. Apparently
earthquakes, caused by the shifting of the
massive San Andreas Fault, have ruptured a
magmatic suture below the tarpits and lava
has started to leak through. This will lead to
the formation of an underground volcano
and eventually an eruption. Rescue services
worker Mike Roark (Tommy Lee Jones)
first sees signs of trouble when seven work-
ers are mysteriously steamed to death in a
sewer. Geologist Amy Barnes (Anne Heche)
tries to warn everyone that an eruption in
L.A. is imminent, but as the rules of a
disaster picture dictate, her warnings go
unheeded.
"Volcano" is as a skillful as any other
disaster film. The special effects, sets and
action are well done. The problem is with
the limp screenplay that gives the characters
almost zero dimension. There are virtually
no conflicts between the players. Mike and
his teen-age daughter, Kelly (Gaby Hoff-
man, of "Now and Then"), have apparently
been estranged since his divorce, but this is
given no detail or development. The same
goes for the implied love interest between
Dr. Barnes and Mike. There is some goo-
goo-eyed gazing, but no steps are taken in
that direction, either.
So what are we left with? Special effects.
Lots and lots of them. The lava is realistic
and menacing and the destruction it causes
is non-stop and spectacular as we see build-
ings leveled, cars incinerated and lava bombs
burst. It's also noteworthy that this is the
first volcano movie where I have seen a
person actually dissolved by lava: It's a
gruesome and effective visual. Of course
there is the now obligatory theme of humans
trying to band together to fight the uncon-
querable forces of nature, blah, blah, blah.
This theme was better explored in films such
as "Independence Day" and "Daylight." The
effects and action are the real show.
The Los Angeles Fire Department prepares to battle lava as it advances down
Willshire Boulevard. (Courtsey Photo.)
The acting is as good as it can be given
the staggeringly thin characterizations. Jones
cannot utter an unconvincing syllable. He is,
as always, entertaining to watch. Heche
("The Juror," "Donnie Brasco") does an
efficient job. She isn't left with much to do
except run around sounding like a Discov-
ery Channel documentary spouting her the-
ories and fawning over Jones, but she still
delivers her lines like a trooper even when
she has to say a howler like, "Finally this city
is being punished for its arrogance!" And
then there's my favorite line when Dr. Bar-
nes astutely observes, "This is going to
destroy everything it touches!" as she looks
at the rivers of lava flowing down Wilshire
Boulevard. Really, lady? No kidding.
The direction by Mick Jackson ("The
See VOLCANO on page 19
• Book review
'Guide' offers new approach to age-old subject
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Anyone who has ever picked up a book
about sex at Borders or any other book store
(you know who you are) has probably no-
ticed that the Ph.D.s who write them take one
of the most exciting events in life and make it
mundane. Most of the books read like a dry
discourse on quantum mathematics.
Until now, that is.
The Goofy Foot Press has published "The
Guide to Getting It On!" It is sort of a how-to
book on human sexuality that reads the way
a book on this subject should. It is entertain-
ing and funny and provides as much, if not
more, in-depth writing about sex than any of
the "charts and graphs" books out there.
This book covers everything from anat-
omy to oral sex to homosexual sex and
presents it in such a way that even those who
are most experienced with sex may learn a
thing or two of interest. If nothing else, the
book is entertaining.
The "guide" is unique in this area from
the start, even the covers, which depict clev-
er animation of people, well, getting it on.
The same style of artwork can be found
throughout, which adds to the general laid-
back feel of the book.
The first few chapters are devoted to
the history of and terminology associated
with sex, including "The Dirty Words
Chapter." From there, the chapters have
titles like "The Importance of Getting
Naked," "What's Inside a Girl?" and "Dif-
ferent Strokes for Different Blokes." Just
these headings are enough to entice a
reader to continue on.
In all, there are 42 chapters, none of
which are very long, as the book has only
367 pages. In this, the era of instant gratifi-
cation, this may be the guide's most attrac-
tive aspect. One can "bone up" on a partic-
ular subject in just a few minutes.
Another attraction the book offers are
solutions for many sex-related problems
(can you say premature ejaculation?) that
you can work out on your own or with a
partner in the privacy of your own home
without having to visit a specialist.
This is the ideal book for couples who
may be having trouble broaching the subject
of sex. Its tone allows couples to browse the
guide together (which I would highly rec-
ommend) and learn things to become more
comfortable with each other's sexuality. In
doing so, a couple will be able to identify
and discuss potential problems before they
arise. And it can never hurt to discuss sex
before the subject pops up.
Also included in the last few pages is a
helpful glossary, which includes the names
for different parts of the body in other coun-
tries. So if you should come across a confus-
ing word in any of the chapters, you can flip
to the back of the book and look it up.
Anyone who plans to be sexually active
should at least take a look at this book. If
nothing else, it can teach you how to better
pleasure your partner by communicating
with him or her. If that's not what you're
looking for, or if you're only in it for your-
self, the book can teach you how to enjoy sex
better yourself. Even if you're not into sex at
all, the book makes for an interesting read.
Entertainment, however, is not the main
attraction the book offers. It is very informa-
tive and is one of the more comprehensive
sex books out there, covering a broad range
of topics with just the right amount of wit to
make it easy to read, but with enough seri-
ousness to be an invaluable resource for the
sexually active.
One word of warning the publisher sends
along is that this book has a tendency to be
"borrowed" and occasionally not returned.
So if you plan to buy this, plan to keep a
watchful eye on it. It may disappear.
Those who may be too embarrassed to
walk into a book store and buy a book like
this, there is a toll-free number for ordering
it. By calling 1-800-310-PLAY (how appro-
priate), you can order your own copy and
have it within five working days, which
Goofy Foot Press guarantees.
• Generosity
Teacher funds
NEW YORK (AP) —A high school girls
choir from Milwaukee made it all the way to
the stage of Carnegie Hall, fulfilling a dream
their teacher financed with the money she'd
save for retirement.
The sacrifice was worth it, Nancy Ehlinger
said, because her girls' performance on Sun-
day "just shows that urban kids can be as good
as suburban kids."
"It gives me a sense of accomplishment,"
she said before the concert. "I've been able to
give the kids something they will never for-
get."
The teacher known to her students as Miss
E received an invitation last fall for the choir to
perform with four other school groups at a
concert in the famed concert hall.
She organized bake sales, a raffle and a
lottery and wrote to 70 foundations to pay the
travel expenses — $1,036 per girl for five
days.
The fund raising brought in enough to pay
the first $4,000 installment for the trip. When
Carnegie trip
the next two installments came due and only
$1,250 had come from the foundations, she
dug into her own future, borrowing $8,000 on
two credit cards and withdrawing $28,680
from her IRA.
"I wanted the kids to have the opportuni-
ty," Miss E said. "I didn't want it to fly
away."
Eventually, as news of her beneficence
spread, the choir raised an additional $21,000,
enabling her to put back most of what she'd
withdrawn.
Twice, the last time in 1984, Miss E per-
formed at Carnegie Hall with the Milwaukee
Symphony Chorus, an experience the 56-year-
old teacher wanted to duplicate for her choir's
inner-city teen-agers.
"She is the most dedicated teacher! know,"
said Tiffany Lee, 16, a soprano. "She dedicat-
ed her time, her money, her spirits, everything
— everything she could give us. In return, we
gave her respect, a teacher award, a thank-you
plaque, a sheet cake and balloons."
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• On TV
Fan support does little to save ailing network
NEW YORK (AP) — Two of the most
fiercely devoted fan clubs in television
belong to the ABC shows "Lois & Clark"
and "Relativity."
They flood the Internet with informa-
tion, launch letter-writing campaigns,
place ads in newspapers and even, in
"Relativity's" case, tout the show by
sending cans of ravioli to ABC execu-
tives (it's a favorite dish of one of the
characters).
Despite the rabid support, both pro-
grams have such pitifully low ratings that
they're on the execution block. ABC will
be damned with a backlash from wound-
ed fans if the shows are axed and damned
with tiny ratings if they aren't.
That seems to typify the network's
luck this season.
Unable to replace some of its fading
shows with new hits, ABC has slid from
second to third place behind NBC and
CBS in the ratings. Its Nielsen Media
Research ratings were down 14 percent
from last year going into the May ratings
"sweeps."
ABC even has to look out below.
Fourth-place Fox has upward momen-
tum, having solidified its appeal to the
young viewers sought by advertisers.
"Once you're in a decline, it's pretty
hard to slow it down," notes Bill Croas-
dale, president of network broadcasting
for Western International Media, a com-
pany that helps set advertising rates.
Part of ABC's problem is a hardening
of the television arteries. Many of the
shows that made it the ratings champ
during the 1994-95 season have faded
either in quality or audience appeal, or
both.
"Roseanne," which makes its final
Volcano from page 18
Bodyguard," "L.A. Story") is fair, al-
though it was annoying when a character
would stand in place looking like a
stunned sheep instead of running from
lava flowing toward them or the lava
bomb exploding next to them. Frankly, I
would be hauling ass out of there. How-
ever, I loved the scene involving the first
containment measure which involved
swarms of helicopters doing air drops to
cool and harden the lava. This sequence
is the best in the movie.
The question some may be asking is,
which is better "Volcano" or "Dante's
Peak?" My favor lands firmly with
"Dante's Peak," which has a much more
compelling story, much stronger and more
sympathetic characters, a believable ro-
mance between Pierce Brosnan and Linda
Hamilton and, in my opinion, better spe-
cial effects. The script felt more knowl-
edgeable and convincing, and "Dante's
Peak" is much more skillfully crafted in
that its eruption doesn't take place until
halfway through the movie, allowing a
suspenseful build-up. "Volcano" blows
its wad in the first 15 minutes.
"Volcano" is still entertaining in the spirit
of mindless fun. Aficionados of the genre
most likely will not be disappointed, as the
fiery destruction and death are pervasive.
However, if you want a story with charac-
ters you can care about, an emotional center
and intelligent dialogue, I suggest spending
only a couple bucks to see "Dante's Peak" at
Spotlight Cinemas.
Grade: C+
BEAR BREW PUB
Happy hour 3 PM - 7 PM
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Week long nightly food and drink specials
Hours: 11 AM - 11:30 PM Daily
866-BREW 11
A film in color by Marlon Riggs
Wednesday, April 30, 1997
6:30 & 9:15 PM
Donald P. Corbett, Room 100
$1 w/ UMaine Student ID, $3 all others
The Not at the Mall Film Series
University of Main() Till! OttIGLI of Multicullor,,t1 Studr!nt AftairF, Thu Onion
appearance next month, lurched out of
control at times and lost viewers. "Home
Improvement," "Grace Under Fire" and,
yes, "Lois & Clark" also have looked
long in the tooth.
Even "Ellen," despite tonight's
much-hyped coming-out special, has
sagged, and there's no guarantee a new
See ABC on page 20
• Historic show
The wait is finally over:
Ellen to come out tonight
NEW YORK (AP) — From the wide
smile on her face, it seemed like more than
Ellen DeGeneres' sitcom character talking
when she said "it felt so great" to come out
as a lesbian.
ABC unveiled tapes of the much-hyped
"Ellen" episode on Monday. Stuffed with
inside jokes and guest stars like k.d. lang and
Melissa Etheridge, the hour-long show airs
Wednesday at 9 p.m. EDT.
DeGeneres' character, Ellen Morgan,
becomes the first homosexual lead charac-
ter in a primetime network show. The ac-
tress coupled it with a personal "coming
out," and was pictured with her girlfriend,
actress Anne Heche, at a party with Presi-
dent Clinton this weekend.
The show has been in the works since last
September and it seemed like the buildup
would never end — something DeGeneres
See ELLEN on page 20
Non-Traditional
"Every
Nutter
NIIIIL5
Student Coffee Hour
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m."
Lounge, Memorial Union
The Division of Student Affairs
Margarita's
18 Mill Street•Orono•866-4863
Wednesday
At 12 midnight
de Mayo
Nite:
we kick-off Cinco
with 5 cent Coronas!!!
Nite:
Special & Give-aways!!!
to Breakfast ( fr. '
Friday, May 2
7 a.m. to 10 a.m.
and Mr. Mike from WTOS's
Morning Show and your
from Margarita's for $1.05
Breakfast Burritos
• Tequilla Sunrise.
All Night Long!!!
Thursday
Corona on
Friday:
A
Come
Join Tom 0.
Mountain
friends
• Bloody Marguerites
FridayNite:
Cuervo Specials
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story line will help it catch fire.
ABC has been unable to revitalize
itself with any new breakthrough hits.
Michael J. Fox's "Spin City" and the
youth-appeal "Sabrina, the Teen-age
Witch" are the only rookies to catch on
this year, but their success is merely mild.
In ABC's defense, experts say the tra-
ditional ebb and flow of television is work-
ing against it. Hit shows inevitably get old
and lose their juice. While they're doing
well, a network must stick with them.
"You could take all the things that
everyone is saying about them, change the
ABC to CBS, and that's what people were
saying last season," says Steven Stern-
berg, television analyst for Bozell, Inc.
"It's a cycle. It happens time and again."
ABC hasn't helped itself much. Many
of its new shows, like "Leaving L.A."
and "Gun," are dogs the public has quick-
ly rejected.
Its most prominent failure is "Arse-
nio." The comedy starring the former
talk show host was sent to the bench after
a troubled midseason tryout.
ABC's only recent bright spot has
been the performance of the midseason
replacement "Soul Man," starring Dan
Aykroyd, in two tries this month.
The network's showing hasn't been
helped by its constant shuffling of sched-
ules, a trend that also seems to afflict its
brethren and which annoys faithful view-
ers mightily.
Beth Guide, an insurance executive
from Houston who heads the "Lois &
Clark" fan club, says her favorite show
has switched nights twice this season
with little notice.
"How do you expect to follow it if you
don't know when it's on?" she wonders.
ABC programming executives didn't
respond to several requests to talk about
their fortunes. They're in the process of
putting together next fall's schedule,
which will be announced in three weeks.
Among the new ideas being considered
are a spinoff from "Home Improvement"
called "Father's Day," a medical drama
called "L.A. Med," a drama called "Dogs"
about the lives of softball teammates, and a
comedy from "The Brothers McMullen"
producers Ed and Brian Burns.
ABC also is mulling shows based on
the movies "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels"
and "The Player," a show called "Teen
Angel" about a teen-ager who dies and
becomes a guardian angel to his best
friend, and a comedy about a down-and-
out golf pro.
Only time will tell if the lineup con-
tains any hits, but one thing working in
ABC's favor, Sternberg points out, is the
tightness of the ratings race between all
the networks. Just a couple of hit shows
can dramatically change a network's for-
tunes.
"It will be very tough for ABC to turn
things around this coming season," he
says. "But I wouldn't be surprised to see
it happen in two seasons."
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
Earn University of Maine
College Credits in Florida
MARINE FISH CULTURE
June 9 - June 20, 1997
Enjoy a two-week, University of Maine awaked, residential course taught at the
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution (HBOI) in Fort Pierce, Florida.
This course will cover techniques for spawning and rearing marine finfish. An
overview of e and larval characteristics, nutrition, chemical and physical
requirements, diseases and energetics with detailed information on selected
cultured finfish and live and formulated foods. Considerable hands-on experience
will take place at Harbor Branch's 40-acre aquaculture Facility.
Instructor: Dr. John Tucker (HB01).
10573/A VA 368 (005) INDEPENDENT STUDY IN THE ANIMAL SCIENCES, 4 Cr.
and
10584/A VA 590(004) SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANIMAL SCIENCE, 2 Cr.
Lecture Labor Topics
* Water Sources and Treatment
* Energetics and Fish Health
* Fish Spawning and Egg Processing
Cow University of Maine Tuition, Room, Board, and $400 lab fee payable to the
Darling Marine Center. Housing ($160 total) and meals ($20/day) are optional.
Transportation to Fort Pierce, Florida is extra and arranged by student.
For additional information, please contact
Tim Miller, Darling Marine Center, 207-563-3146, Ext. 218.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: May 16, 1997
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immediately pokes fun at in the episode.
Ellen is shown getting ready for an
evening date with a male college buddy.
Her impatient friends, hoping to get her out
of the bathroom, tell her to "quit jerking us
around" and "come out already."
"What is the big deal?" Ellen asks.
"I've got an hour."
Ellen reminisces over dinner with her
friend and his colleague, Susan, played by
actress Laura Dern. The friend, played by
Steven Eckholdt, later makes a pass at Ellen
in his hotel room. She rejects him.
She runs into Dern's character, Susan,
and retreats to Susan's hotel room to talk
about the encounter. The two women be-
come fast friends.
Ellen gets so nervous she spills ice on
the floor when Susan reveals she's gay. She
even misses the joke when Susan says she
wins a toaster oven for a successful "re-
cruit" of another lesbian.
After some soul searching about wheth-
er she's attracted to men or women — and
consultation with a therapist portrayed by
Oprah Winfrey — Ellen decides to inter-
cept Susan at the airport.
In a crowded waiting room, Ellen tries
to tell Susan of her feelings.
"I did get the joke about the toaster
oven," she says.
Susan presses her to say what she means.
"This is so hard," Ellen says, stammer-
ing. "I-I-I think I've realized that I ... [can't
even say the word. Why can't I say the
word? Why can't I just say it? What is
wrong? Why do I have to be so ashamed?
Why can't I just say the truth and be who I
am? I'm 35 years old and I'm so afraid to tell
people. Susan ..."
She leans forward and inadvertently
switches on a public address microphone at
the airport ticket counter.
"I'm gay," Ellen says over the loud-
speaker.
As the studio audience cheers, Susan
hugs Ellen. "How did that feel?" Susan
asks.
"That felt great," Ellen says. "That felt
so great."
Ellen's conflicted feelings, expressed to
Winfrey's character, seem poignant when
DeGeneres' own personal odyssey is re-
called. When Ellen talks about her reluc-
tance to give up a "normal" life with a house
surrounded by a picket fence, Winfrey gen-
tly reminds her that she can have those things
with a woman, too.
Many of the guest stars appear in a super-
market dream sequence in which Ellen imag-
ines that everyone who sees her knows she's
gay — lang winks from behind a checkout
line advertising "10 lesbians or less."
Later, Ellen is crushed when Susan re-
jects her by saying she's involved in an
eight-year relationship. Her friends take her
to a lesbian coffeehouse— lang is singing —
to cheer her up.
The show ends on a lighter note.
Etheridge, playing herself, gleefully approves
Ellen's "application" forms into gay soci-
ety. Dern' s Susan is handed her toaster oven.
• New job
Anchors skeptical of Springer
CHICAGO (AP) —TV news anchors who
can't get along with talk show host — on the
next "Jerry Springer" show.
WMAQ-TV announcement that Springer
would do a daily commentary for its nightly
news beginning May 5 drew criticism from
Carol Mann and Ron Magers, anchors of the
NBC station's newscast.
" Ithink we owe our viewers more than this.
I think we owe our staffers more than this,"
Magers said. "To put Jerry Springer on a news
set is a sign of disrespect."
Springer, a former mayor of Cincinnati,
also was a political reporter and anchorman at
that city's WLWT-TV in the 1980s. His talk
show went into national syndication in 1992 and
has featured such topics as "I Hate My Wife's
Gay Friend" and "My Boyfriend is a Girl."
Station officials doubted Springer's hiring
would affect the station's credibility.
Magers and Mann have not disclosed their
next move. Staff members have hinted the pair
would walk out rather than introduce Springer's
segments.
Springer planned to incorporate the cool
welcome into his first appearance.
"First day, I'll talk about the controversy of
my hiring, then I'll go to the Bulls," he said.'
When All The Comforts Of Home...
Just Don't Fit ...
Having trouble geting your stuff home from college? Let Mail Boxes Etc. pack
and ship it for you.From computers and stereos to books and furniture,
Mail Boxes Etc. handles your shipments with care. MBE can pack and ship just
about anything.
On Campus Schedule:
Info. Boxes & Packing Supplies. May 1 & 2 Pick-Up Schedule
HillTop Commons 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. HillTop Commons 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
York Commons 11:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. York Commons 12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Memorial Union 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Stoddard 2:00 p.m. .4:00 p.m.
Stuart 4:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.
Grachiation Saturday. May 10
Call Us
We will be there 947-9999
-MBE MAIL BCOCES ETC
IT'S NOT WHAT WE DO. IT'S "IOW WE Do IT
11 Bangor Mall Blvd., Suite D.•Bangor, Maine 044010207-947-9999
UPS Authonac41 Shwa, (haat RC[111.1011% nv IpIAV. Each Mall In Etc (emu.. an asla-pcnalcntly nc,1 and oparatc.1 franahnce MPS Mall 1o. La.
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• Column
Five years of ups and downs at UMaine ends
By Scott
Martin
Maine Campus
staff
Five years at
this university
have given me
the opportunity
to witness a
number of hap-
penings in the
sports world at
the University of Maine: a number of
shining moments and a number of tragic
moments. The one thing it has taught me
is that anything can happen.
It couldn't have started better, if you
think about it. My freshman year, 1992-
93, we all knew that the Maine hockey
team was good, but we had no idea how-
good. Little did we know that this little
kid named Kariya would score 100 points.
Nor did we know that Cal Ingraham would
score 50 goals. Little did we know that
both Maine goalies, Garth Snow and Mike
Dunham, would be playing in the NHL
by now. Little did we know that this team
would go 42-1-2 and win the school's
lone national championship.
Sure, I knew this team was good. I
remember writing home, telling my broth-
er how awesome our hockey team was
and how Paul Kariya and the Ferraro
brothers were the best players on the
team and they were just freshmen.
But I didn't see Paul Kariya as the
next great one, which he is on his way to
becoming. I didn't see Garth Snow play-
ing goalie for one of the best teams in the
NHL playoffs. And I sure didn't see that
memorable night in my Penobscot Hall
room, watching the Black Bears come
from three goals down behind the duo of
Kariya and Jim Montgomery to win the
national championship over Lake Supe-
rior State. What a trip!
But that great trip wouldn't last as
long as we all thought. Kariya didn't stay
in school, neither did the Ferraros. The
trio was here less than two years and
decided to take the money and run and
head to pro hockey.
Then came the scandals and the
NCAA. First there were rumors of a cov-
er-up due to problems with the Athletics
Department Compliance office and the el-
igibility of athletes. This led to Athletics
Director Mike Plosek's resignation and
the firing of compliance officer Woody
Carville. Cal Ingraham was suspended
for 14 games from the 1993-94 season and
Maine was forced to forfeit 14 games in
1991-92 because he was ineligible. Pa-
trice Tardiff was also declared ineligible
and the Black Bears had to forfeit 21
games from the 1994-95 season. This all
led to an internal investigation by the
university which lead to head coach
Shawn Walsh's getting suspened twice,
the second time for a year, from Dec. 24,
1996, to Dec. 24, 1997, and Maine's be-
ing prohibited from playing in the NCAA
tournament for two consecutive years.
Of course we can't forget the year that
Maine just missed winning another
NCAA championship in 1995, losing to
Hockey East rival Boston University. This
was a team of no-names, the complete
opposite of the '93 team. They weren't
See COLUMN on page 22
• Notes
Rilatt sings with Giants
From Staff Reports
Former Maine offensive lineman Dave
Rilatt has singed a free-agent contract
with the New York Giants.
Rilatt, a6-foot-6-inch, 310-pound line-
man participated in the Giants' mini-
camp last weekend and signed with the
team before his final workout Sunday.
Rilatt will report to camp on June 1 to
train with the Giants.
Maine senior Mike Flynn has also
worked out with an NFL team, the Balti-
more Ravens. Andre Pam and Todd Wil-
liamson are also courting offers.
Seven student-athletes have signed na-
tional letters of intent with the University
of Maine women's soccer team.
Jessica Wratz, of Burnsville, Minn.;
Alexandra Henderson, of Acton, Mass.;
Tamara Vaughan, of Burlington, Ontar-
io; Kelly O'Brien, of Medford, N.J.; Katie
Larsen, of Phoenix, Ariz.; Karyn McMul-
lin, of Belgrade; and Molly Shea, of Ev-
ergreen, Colo; will join the Black Bears
if they are accepted to the university.
McMullin originally signed with the
Black Bear softball team and has recent-
ly decided to also play soccer. She at-
Dave Rilatt (Courtesy Photo)
tends Messalonskee High School.
Wratz was a captain and All-Lake
Conference Honorable Mention player
her senior year and led her Apple Valley
High School team to the 1996 Section
IAA runner-up title and Lake Conference
Championship.
Henderson was a 1996 All-State team
member and Dual County League all-star
the last three years.
Cal Ingraham and Paul Kariya were the dynamic duo in Maine's
national championship run. (File Photo.)
1992-93
• Softball
Bears gearing up for playoffs
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
In 1994 Maine last won a postseason
tournament, which is also the only cam-
paign when the team made it to the NCAA
tournament. Having made it to the Amer-
ica East tournament for the sixth year in
a row, Maine will try once again make
another run at the NCAAs.
With a final 6-6 conference mark, the
Black Bears are seeded fourth in the six-
team, double-elimination tourney. They
are scheduled to meet No. 5 Vermont
Friday morning at Hofstra University.
The overall champion will advance to
play the Northeast Conference champion
for a bid to the NCAA tournament.
Should Maine advance, it would meet
No. 1 Hofstra later that afternoon. If
Maine drops its opening-round decision
to UVM, the Black Bears would then
face the loser of the No. 2 Delaware vs.
No. 3 Boston University-No. 6 Drexel
game.
The 20-17 overall Bears have had some
success against 14-17 overall, 5-7 in
America East Vermont this season, split-
ting a doubleheader at Vermont earlier
this season. Jen Burton won a 4-1 deci-
sion and Mary Persson dropped the sec-
ond 8-3.
Maine has squared off against Ver-
mont in postseason play before and holds
a 2-1 advantage, but most recently lost
last season, 5-4. Head coach Janet Ander-
son's team is 8-7 in tournament play
dating back to 1992, when the then-North
Atlantic Conference began postseason
play.
The Black Bear offense, ranked sec-
ond in the conference, with a .304 batting
average, will most likely have to contend
with Catamount fireballer Wendy Hous-
ton. Recently named Pitcher of the Week,
Houston had a five-hit shutout and a save
in a doubleheader against Towson State
last weekend.
Despite losing to Delaware Friday,
Houston allowed four runs during the
week, striking out 23 batters in five ap-
pearances.
Vermont is batting .279 as a team,
third in America East, and is led by Jen
Winslow and Rachel Rice. Winslow is
ranked eighth, with four triples and Rice
is ranked 10th in RBIs.
Black Bear Notes: The upcoming
playoffs will provide an opportunity for
several players to break or tie records.
Already, Michelle Puls broke the school
record for doubles in a season with her
14th against Drexel Friday. Puls is ranked
40th in the country in batting, at .417, and
12th in triples, with five, as of the last
report. With two more triples she will tie
the school mark of seven.
Sara Jewett tied a school record for
RBIs in a season, knocking in her 30th
run of the year against Hofstra Sunday. If
Maine advances past the first round, se-
nior Shelly Lefevre will tie a school record
for games played, with 167. Melissa Cree-
gan is a perfect 15-for-15 in stolen bases,
three away from Tina Ouellette's school
record of 18 in 1987.
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expected to win.
But it all seems like such a long time
ago. All the trouble that surrounded the
program took something away from the
national championship runs. If only
things could have stayed the way they
were.
Of course hockey isn't the only sport
at this university, but it is by far the most
prominent. Joanne Palombo-McCallie has
stolen a large amount of the spotlight
away from hockey and has packed Al-
fond for the past three seasons. Maine
has won three straight America East
championships and is led by everyone's
favorite Mainer, Cindy Blodgett.
But this team hasn't been without its
hard times, either. Palombo cost the Black
Bears a bid to the conference tournament
in 1994-95 when she scheduled too many
regular-season games. If not for that er-
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
ror, it could have been four trips to the
NCAA instead of three.
Jack Cosgrove gets the most com-
passion for his four years at the univer-
sity. He has suffered through 3-8 sea-
sons after taking over for Kirk Ferentz,
who led the Black Bears to a 6-5 record
in 1992. Cosgrove finally got his just
reward last season when Maine exceed-
ed everyone's expectations and went 7-
4. Now he just has to live through the
scholarship troubles caused by the
NCAA sanctions and hope he can get a
new stadium soon. Poor guy.
Coaches have come and gone. Palom-
bo arrived in 1992, when Ferentz left.
Then-men's hoops coach Rudy Keeling
took another job, and baseball coach John
Winkin got fired. John Giannini and Paul
Kostacopoulos have arrived to fill in
Keeling's and Winkin's spots respective-
ly. Scott Atherley and Dave Patterson
have come aboard to lead the men's and
women's soccer teams.
In five years a lot has happened. Many
things changed and many have stayed the
same. What a trip.
Scott Martin is the sports editor for The
Maine Campus and after five years will
finally be leaving the University of Maine.
Why lug it when you can leave it?
Storage for your stuff starting at $19.95 per month.
*CLEAN, DRY, SAFE & SECURE*
866-3118 or 852-2880
LOCATED NEXT TO THRIFTWAY
LOOKING...
Single office with a new attitude
seeks women and men for
fulfilling, professional relationship
in peer education.
Will exchange money for services
rendered ($5.60/hour). Bonuses may
include personal satisfaction, resume
building, prestige, friendship and God-
Like Power.
1 on must illing to) experiment N‘ it Ii FICN% ideas and
expericnces. participate in group-work, lake initiative, and
ork hard to) our and othcr•s nccds. orkstudy or a
3 . 2 61)A or higher realk excites us. Applications arc being
accepted now until Ma \ -Sift Intervicws will he conductud
oncc application is completc. If mu are interested or want
more information call the program office (581- 1561) or stop
11% our It nest in 1 he basement of. ( Alder I Icalth Center,
1(oun1 12. "cast' aPPI‘as S""" PU"ible• VULL
\M\ .
Funded by Campus Living & The
Center for Students and Community
Life
John Winkin's career as Maine baseball
coach ended last summer. (File Photo.)
Maine hockey coach Shawn Walsh saw
the best and worst of times. (File Photo.)
• NBA
Jordan on All-Defensive team
NEW YORK (AP) — Offense is not
the only part of Michael Jordan's game.
Jordan, winner of a record ninth NBA
scoring title this season, is the second
player in league history to be selected to
the All-Defensive first team eight times.
Jordan tied Bobby Jones for the honor
Tuesday when he was voted to the team
by the league's coaches.
Joining the Chicago Bulls' All-Star
guard on the first team were guard Gary
Payton of Seattle, forwards Scottie Pip-
pen of Chicago and Karl Malone of Utah,
and center Dikembe Mutombo of Atlan-
ta, the Defensive Player of the Year.
The second team consisted of forwards
Anthony Mason of Charlotte and P.J.
Brown of Miami, center Hakeem Olaju-
won of Houston, and guards Mookie Blay-
lock of Atlanta and John Stockton of Utah.
The 29 coaches were not allowed to
vote for players on their teams. Two points
were awarded for a first team vote, one
point for second team.
Pippen led all players with 53 points,
including a high of 26 first team votes.
Jordan had 51 points, while he and Pay-
ton were the only players named on the
maximum 28 ballots.
This is the sixth first team selection
for Pippen, the fourth for Payton and the
first for Mutombo and Malone.
EXE CI SE  
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DUBAY AUTO PARTS
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827-5593
"We Keep America Running."
10% off any purchase
1 with your student I.D. :
•••••••••••••••••••••
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.
Now ncthinti 5tands in
The way oFtnie love.
Well, almost nathing.
Geta Dig Mae for 55(P
when you buy a My Size Meal:
Just buy any size drink and any size fries and
get the can't-live-without-it taste of the [3ig Mac Sandwich
for just 55C We know you'll be very happy together.
Offer starts April 25 and ends May 22
758 Stillwater Ave
Old Town, Me 04468
purclvve requirements at participating Mc Donsids.' Prices Mk, vary. 1,114hkOrwrgiCeoporear
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• Title IX
Gender equity still an issue
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. (AP) —
Women are going to need at least another 10
years to gain equity in college athletics,
according to a somewhat surprising NCAA
study.
All the news was not bad for women,
however. From 1992, the last year surveyed,
and 1996, women made gains in several
areas, including expenditures, coaches' sal-
aries and scholarship money. But modest
progress had been expected, particularly in
participation rates.
"After seeing the results, we are some-
what disappointed," said Cedric Dempsey,
the NCAA's executive director.
In the roughly 300 major athletic schools
of Division I, women registered an increase
of 6 percent in total participation, while men
declined nearly 10 percent.
"If you take (that growth rate) and try to
run it out, it would take about 10 or 12 years
before we reach equity," Dempsey said.
"The results do not reflect the type of
progress we thought we were making to-
ward the gender equity issue."
In 1996, Division I schools had an aver-
age of 225.6 male athletes and 129.6 female
— a women's increase of 18 per school,
from 1992. Much of the discrepancy is due
to football, which women do not play. The
average number of female athletes rose from
79 to 80 in Division II and remained un-
changed at 116 in Division III.
While women's participation showed an
overall increase, the number of men de-
clined an average of 24 in Division I. But
Dempsey said this did not necessarily indi-
cate schools are dropping men's sports to try
to comply with Title IX, federal law banning
sex discrimination in education.
"I haven't seen large numbers dropping
programs," Dempsey said in a teleconfer-
ence. "There may be some capping (of
men's programs)."
The NCAA does not have rules govern-
ing the commitment schools must make to
women's athletics, leaving that up to con-
ferences and to individual institutions. How-
ever, the Supreme Court's refusal last week
to hear an appeal by Brown University in a
Title IX case might spur schools toward
great efforts.
The court declined to free Brown of
rulings that it discriminated against female
athletes.
"The decision not to hear the Brown
case could inspire institutions to work to-
ward compliance at a faster rate," said Janet
Justus, director of the NCAA's education
outreach program. "There may have been
See EQUITY on page 24
• On the fringe
Golf paying for its success
(AP) —For most of this century, golf
drifted along in a cocoon of obscurity,
dwarfed in popularity and publicity by
the team sports, emerging only now and
then into the public eye when a star of the
magnitude of Bobby Jones or Ben Hogan
or Arnold Palmer came along.
Looming now as the hot sport of the
new century, golf is finding out what the
big-guy sports found out a decade ago:
Along with success comes scrutiny. Big
money sometimes means big trouble.
Tiger Woods won the Masters. Mark
O'Meara and Steve Elkington won twice
on the PGA Tour this year.
Yet the most talked about golf head-
lines of the last week had to do with
Woods' race, Fuzzy Zoeller's racial re-
marks, and John Daly's drinking and how
it led to his loss of a wife and a luciative
endorsement contract.
Even seeping out is word of TV talks
beginning in earnest this week as the
PGA Tour tries to capitalize on its new
popularity — and the prospect of years of
Tiger Woods — to get some big bucks
from the networks starting in 1999.
Many casual golf fans would be hard
pressed to remember who won at Greens-
boro last week — it was Frank Nobilo —
but they know the word "Cablinasian,"
understand that fried chicken, corn bread
and collard greens are not joking matters,
and know that Daly has spent more time
drying out at Betty Ford than playing
golf with Gerald Ford.
The LPGA has two tremendous young
stars in Annika Sorenstam and Karrie
Webb. One of the greatest players ever
— Nancy Lopez —proved over the week-
end that she can still win.
Yet women's golf found itself mired
in an old issue this week when the head of
Titleist announced the golf ball company
was withdrawing $1 million in advertis-
ing from Sports Illustrated because of a
Golf Plus article on the lesbian party
scene at the Dinah Shore tournament.
If success has a price, golf is starting
to pay.
"Society has definitely changed,"
Woods said earlier this month at the Mas-
ters. "People want to know dirt on any-
one now. The gloves are off and it's open
game. For players such as myself, G1reg
(Norman), John Daly, it becomes diffi-
cult at times because people aren't re-
spectful of our private space."
Yes, times have changed. But not all
of what is dug up is dirt — or at least not
See GOLF on page 24
•apar tments•
Orono apts for Fall 97, Eff, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, house. Walking distance to
campus 866-2516/941-9113
Orono apts showing + leasing eff, 3
bed apts heat + hot water eff start
at 200 also summer rentals great
rates 827-72313
bedroom apt all utilities paid
washer-dryer-dishwasher, new
greenhouse. Call 947-4072
Old Town large 5 br house, for
summer sublet, $800 plus util. ex-
cel cond. rent is negotiable, any #
of people. Call 581-8097
10 min. to UM. All utilities inc.
$200 per moth, located in Bradley.
Call 207-339-2043
Summer sublet with option to rent
$275 OBO all util incl good for
serious student. Call 866-5813
Townhouse walking to UMO
Washer/dryer w/w taking dep
for May/Sept 4 per unit 235.00
Call 8437943 pager 823 9968
For Rent in June 3+4 Bedroom Apts.,
1/2 mile from campus, Chem-free,
no pets. Call 866-3785.
Bradley, Ig/well maintained 1 br
apts 8 miles from campus from
$300/mo + utilities. Must meet
certain income guidelines sec dep/
30 day lease EHO 827-7998
Available for sublet May-Aug.
Large 4 br apt Main St. Orono
w/parking bus rt. $750/mo util
not incl Call 866-0635
Summer Sublet w/option to rent in
fall #15 Washburn 2BR, 1BA, base-
ment, deck. NO PETS. Available
Mid May-Aug. $560/mo. + elect.
866-2388
Spring is here! Don't wait till
Fall...Need an Apt? Just give
us a call! 30 day lease! 866-
4300 EHO
Summer rooms for rent. May 5-
Aug.31 2 X-Ig bedrooms w X-Ig
closets close to UM $200. mo. all
827-6212
Old Town 2 bdrm apts heat+ hot
water inc from $475/mo. 827-7231
Roommate needed: extra
large bdrm. greenhouse, dish-
washer, washer/dryer avail.
$235 mo. util included 827-
5458 available May 1st.
Orono huge loft style apartment
$600mo incl all util available 6/1
Great for couple Willow 8664691
Orono rooms for rent Summer +
Fall $250mo incl all util available
5/1+6/1 HUGE MODERN HOME
WILLOW 8664691
Old Town 2 Bdrm $450 heated
2nd fl high ceilings, big windows.
Avail May 15. 339 So. Main St.
Pets 866-2875
Orono 2 bdrm in nicely renovated
brick bldg. No smoking, no pets
$525 heated. 40 Middle St. avl.
May 8662875
Summer sublet- 2 br, 2 floor apt.
with 1.5 baths located in Orono.
275/mo, no util. avl. end of May 8/
30581-7081
Rooms available in house on
College Ave. Partially fur-
nished! All util. included on
the river phone 827-9891
Large private bedroom in 3
br apt. close to UM. X-Ig
br+X-Ig closet... $200.- mo.
Everything incl. 827-6212
5 bedroom + 2 full bath
townhouse close to UM
modern, clean tri-level
newly renovated. Decks ft.
+ rear. River access + great
view. 1 block to tennis
courts, ball field + P.O. Safe
Area. Privacy assured.
Laundry in basement. Rent
is $875.- mo. heat, water,
sewer, trash + snow re-
moval included. Only 1 left.
Call 827-6212
Free room for childcare trade
can be summer or fall part-
time/full time. Real nice & flex-
ible. Call 827-4579
Housemate wanted May-
Aug Bangor 2 BR house
fully furnished no pets
$300 Call 941-6506
Bangor large 1 br apt $360 heat +
hw included lease + sec needed
173 Ohio Street 827-3780
Old Town 2 Bdrm upstairs spa-
cious, clean, w/d hup, busline,
avail. in May $450+util X2524
or 866-3844
Old Town- 2&3 bdr apts. well
kept & lg. HT/HW inc. 1 yr lease
avail 6/1 & 7/1. $495/$695.
W/D on prm. 827-7492
Orono Townhouse 2Bed, 2Ba.
Mod Kit, Livrm, Deck. Base. moni-
tor, lease, ref, dep. Av 7/97 650/
mo Ph/Fax 207-799-1401
Summer Sublet sunny big apt.
Orono 2 bdrm, screened porch,
backyard is river, 450+utili-
ties. 581-6308
Orono large 5 br 3 bath apt
heat+hw included $1000 a
month security+lease good con-
dition 827-3780
Orono. Washburn Place
Apts. 149 Park St. Luxury 2
BR Townhome. 1 bath, heat,
water, sewer incl. NO Pets.
Sec Dep, Lease req. $600.
Call 945-6955, TAKING AP-
PLICATION NOW.
- --- --
Furnished rooms 2 minute
walk to campus. Clean quiet.
866 2816 & 7888
furnished apts Orono
available immed or
for Fall 1 & 2 bdra
walking distance to
campus heated park-
ing 866 2816.
Park Place 2 br, 2 baths, heat & h/
w incl. Full cellar for storage.
$600/mo + dep. Lease May-June
Call Lou at 866-4487
Old Town LaBree Apts renting
1,2, and 3 bdrm heated, ex cond
from $350-550. Call 827-5483
Orono seeks m/f to share great 4
bdrm 3 bath hse...866-0611
2BR all electric ranch, Sebec, lake
view, 2 acres, furnished, fireplace.
garage, lease Sep-Jun. $350 monthly.
Steve Haley, 334 Thomas Butler Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308/904-216-1764
Roommate wanted to share
house right next to campus.
Hdwd floors, wsher/dryer.
Room has cable h-up. All ameni-
ties. $250+utils. Call 866-2443
Old Town- Newly remodeled apts
with heat/hw incl. Call 827-7002
Roommate wanted summer sub-
lease or the fall semester walking
distance to campus $230 month
Eric 866-0231
Old Town- whole house or
2 apts, 3 bdr $4502bdr $300
heat + util not incl. coin-op
laundry, storage 827-5915
Old Town 1st floor. Newly redone 1
bdr. Heat hot water incl. $375+
dep. No pets 827-2015 or 827-7946
Old Town large 3 13-cl-r. Heat &
hot water incl. $600+ dep. No
pets. 827-2015 or 827-7946
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Equity from page 23
some schools that were wondering what the
status of the law will be. I think this will
clarify it."
Another big surprise the survey uncov-
ered was an unexpected jump in operating
expenses. They grew 89 percent for wom-
en's programs and 139 percent for men's.
"An overall concern I have is the total
cost of increases not only from the women's
side, but the men's side as well," Dempsey
said. "That's a significant increase in the
cost of operation of programs. We have had
two significant cost-reduction studies and a
great deal of legislation presented in the last
decade. With all those changes, it hasn't had
a tremendous impact on the rising cost of
intercollegiate athletics. It may be some-
thing we need to reassess."
"The fact is that expenses are escalating
at such a pace in intercollegiate athletics that
they offset any gains overall for women,"
said Patty Viverito, commissioner of the
Gateway Conference and head of the NCAA
committee on women's athletics. "It's im-
portant to note any progress as good news.
However, it is disheartening to know after
25 years of Title IX, we still are making only
slow progress in women's athletics."
BURN
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.V:2,
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Golf from page 23
dirt that doesn't deserved to be exposed.
Golf no longer exists in its own world,
but in the real world by real rules of real
journalism.
Woods, at only 21 years of age, wasn't
even born in the days when a player could
drink until the wee hours, then play poor-
ly the next day and not have it written
about — sometimes because the guys he
was drinking with were writers.
And when Zoeller was born in 1951,
racially insensitive jokes went unreport-
ed because the PGA was still 10 years
away from lifting its "Caucasian clause"
and allowing blacks to play on tour.
Woods, who likely made a mistake by
turning down an invitation to join Presi-
dent Clinton in a tribute to Jackie Robin-
son at Shea Stadium two days after the
Masters, told Oprah Winfrey: "Growing
up, I came up with this name: I'm a
`Cablinasian,— referring to his multi-
ethnic background.
Woods need remember that when Rob-
inson broke the baseball color barrier in
1947 and Charlie Sifford was trying to
get on the pro golf tour in the 1950s, it
would not have helped if they had come
up with another name for themselves.
They still would not have been al-
lowed to play.
Zoeller need realize that for all those
of a certain age who remember the price
of ridicule and denial paid by Robinson
and Sifford, racial stereotypes — even in
a joking manner — are simply not ac-
ceptable.
Palmer, whose career in golf has
spanned the entire second half of the
century, is in a better position than most
to comment on the new scrutiny sur-
rounding the game and its players.
"It's part of the price you pay," Palm-
er said about the loss of privacy.
"He signed his first contract for $50
million," Palmer said about Woods. "I
signed my first contract for $5,000. Ev-
erything has changed."
Everything has changed.
There is more money, more interest
and more exposure.
There is less privacy, less tolerance of
greed and less acceptance of offensive
behavior.
Golf has grown from a game to a
business.
And — if everyone accepts that the old
days are gone — it will all be for the better.
classifieds
stop by
the 4th floor chadbourne hall for your
classified ad
Tutoring/assisting with BUA
350, 335, and CHF 351. $5.00/
hour. Call Bill Picard at 1-7170.
SUMMER JOBS IN BAR HAR-
BOR: Acadia Bike/Costal
Kayaking Tours of Bar Har-
bor, Maine seeks qualified in-
dividuals to work in the rental,
tour, and retail operations.
Prefer prior customer service
experience. Positions include:
Customer Service/Sales; Bi-
cycle Mechanics; and Bike
Tour Leaders. Full-time posi-
tions. Enjoy your summer in
Acadia!! For more informa-
tion call (207) 288-9605 or
write P.O. Box 405, Bar Har-
bor, ME 04609,
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED:
Swimming; Canoeing; Boating;
Archery; Gymnastics; Photog-
raphy; Weaving; Tennis; Hik-
ing Trips (21 and older); Asst.
Head Counselor; Arts and
Crafts; Ceramics; Office for 6/
14-8/10 for all girls residential
camp, one hour from Portland.
Call or write: Anne Fritts, c/o
Camp Arcadia, New Vernon,
NJ 07976 (201) 538-5409
Business opportunity- Big money
awaits motivated, outgoing
people. Don't wait- call Amy @
866-5748
Summer Job $220 pr
week+ room and board.
The earliest you apply the
better chance of getting the
job! Call Bill Picard at 581-
7170 as soon as you can
for more information about
the job, and/or look at my
new web page at http://
www.umcs.maine.edu/
-captainp/
Sea Kayaking Guide
current certificate
Call: 207-866-4717
Write: Schoodic Tours
7 Pinewood St.
Orono, ME 04473
GREAT SUMMER JOB IN
MAINE Top rated boys sports
camp. Counselors to teach/
coach all sports: tennis, bas-
ketball, baseball, hockey, wa
terfront, rock climbing, gen-
eral counselor and more.
Play sports! Have fun! Save
money! Call tollfree
(888)844-8080 or apply
www.campcedar.com/cedar
For Sale 27" color floor model
RCA Television. Paid $850.00 2
yrs. old $400.00 takes it. Gary L.
Martin 827-0279 between
10:00am + 11:15pm.
88 Subaru GL 4WD 124,000
Hiway miles many new parts/work
done $3700 OBO Call for more
info. 866-2791
2 Bed - loft set up ONLY $150.
For more info. call Heather @
X8057 -Loft fits Gannett &
Cumberland. Makes space!
1990 Toyota 2wd, p-u p, 85K, 5spd,
fiberglass cap, cellular ready, no
rust. $5300 OBO 827-7341 Rob
1988 navy blue VW Jetta for
sale. New tires, struts, starter,
battery, and altenator. Needs
new transmission. Best offer.
Call 866-5705.
Ind of semester sale! May 2-4
Dt Alpenglow Adventure
Sports. Main St.. Orono, 866-
7562. Open 11-5. Huge savings
on outdoor clothing, climbing
gear, sleeping bags, tents, back-
packs, accessories and more!
Quantities limited.
Car for sale runs great/good
shape clean/reliable trans-
portation. Call 581-8920
best offer/must sell
Orono, prime professional, up to
13,000sq. feet space. Available
July 1. Call 866-4425 between
8am-5pm
GORF stand-up arcade game.
Become instantly popular with all
of your guests. $100 or best of-
fer. Call Adam at 866-3551.
Miscella-
neous
Vacation in a Villa in i-io-
rence sleeps eight meals
incl. $600 per person for
info call Willow 866-4691
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEK-
ING FREE MONEY FOR COL-
LEGE! 1-800-263-6495 Ext.
F50676 (We are a research &
publishing company).
Unintended pregnancy? We'll help.
Free Pregnancy Test 942-1611
Stress and finals have you
uptight? Get a chair mas-
sage for $5 on Mon., Tue.,
and Wed of finals week. Find
Val in front of the Union.
Europe $169 OW Mexico/Car-
ibbean $189 RT & World Wide
Destinations Cheap!! IF YOU
CAN BEAT THESE PRICES START
YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE. Air-
Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com http://
campus.net/aerotech
Join STUDENT ENVIRONMEN-
TAL ACTION COALITION! We
meet Thursdays at 4pm in the
Hamm Room in the Union.
Money for College We can help
you obtain funding. Thou-
sands of awards available to
all students. Immediate quali-
fication 1-800-651-3393
Hey Radulski, it only took 5 years!
Now welcome to the real world.
Lost Doc Marten shoe, some-
where along the roadside to MCA
please! if found, call 581-6344
2 ten speeds borrowed sto-
len- no questions- FRIDAY
NIGHT BUMSTOCK Clear
conscience and KARMA.
866-5839
Lost gold chain with mother
and child charm near Memo-
rial Union. Great sentimen-
tal value. If found, call 581-
1741 or 942-1928.
Memorial Union Lost 
Found items: Jewelry,
eye/sun glasses, watch,
contacts, computer discs,
scarfs, mittens/gloves,
hates, umbrella, books,
pencil case, VCR tape,
video remote, makeup
case, ONE SNEAKER, etc.
Please stop by the Infor-
mation Center at the Union
to identify and claim.
3days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
